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ABSTRACT 

To increase consumers' support of and market for compact fluorescent lamps 

(CFLs) retrofits in table lamps, visual comfort and task illumination distribution 

were assessed. The principal purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of 

shade shape and CFL burning position on visual comfort. The second purpose of 

this study was to develop and evaluate a Comfort Scale (CS) for measuring table 

lamp users' visual comfort. One hundred and twenty university students 

volunteered to participate in the study, and ninety responses from students with 

20/20 or corrected vision were used in the data analyses. For each of six 

conditions, fifteen students performed a visual task and completed a CS and a 

University Students' Survey (USS). Round, square, and polygon shades and a 

vertical and a horizontal CFL were tested. A GE™ light meter was used to 

measure task illumination. Validity of the instruments and procedures was 

determined by dissertation committee opinion, literature review, and factor 

analysis. Reliability of the scales was determined by Cronbach's alpha. 

MANOVA indicated that shade shape affects visual comfort and task 

illumination. MANOVA demonstrated that CFL burning position affects visual 

comfort and task illumination. MANOVA also established that the interaction of 

shade shape and CFL burning position affects visual factors of comfort 

(preference, comfort, and brightness condition). 

Lighting designers can select a shade appropriate for the type of CFL 

specified. Lighting manufacturers need to disseminate information regarding 
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shades and CFL burning positions so that consumers will be able to make 

appropriate choices. Future research needs to consider the effect of shade 

factors and various CFL types on other applications. Understanding the effect of 

a table lamp fixture on the users' well-being can accelerate the confidence in and 

use of CFLs by consumers. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1994, U. S. households used an average of 145 billion kWhrs of electricity 

for residential lighting (Page, Praul, & Siminovitch, 1997) which totals $10 billion 

(Siminovitch & Mills, 1995). According to Page et al. (1997), the energy cost of 

table and floor lamps constitutes more than half of the total residential lighting 

cost. For decades, illumination in the home has been principally provided by 

incandescent sources, and table lamp fixtures have been designed for 

incandescent lamps. 

The compact fluorescent lamp (CFL) has been designed to replace the 

incandescent lamp in an effort to reduce energy consumption. An average 

compact fluorescent lamp increases the total lumen per watt by 75% over the 

incandescent application (Page et al., 1997). However, applications of CFL fail to 

result in the expected energy savings and the light distribution, quality, and 

quantity desired (Siminovitch et al., 1995). 

According to Dasgupta (1997), CFL lamps are divided into retrofit and 

nonretrofit. The retrofit version is a direct placement of the incandescent lamp 

into the original lampholder and the retrofit CFLs have an electromagnetic gear 

integrated inside the lamp (Dasgupta, 1997). The nonretrofit category has a built 

in starter and the lamp holder are housed in a luminaire of a suitable design. 

When selecting a table lamp, the user or lighting specifier often disregards 

the lamp shade's functional aspects and makes decisions based on aesthetics. 



Davidson (1997) stated that "the lamp holder, the body, and the shade are all 

known collectively as a luminaire" (p. 13). Research at Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory concludes that energy saving is achieved when lamp, ballast, and 

lamp body are considered as a unified whole in a table lamp application 

(Siminovitch et al., 1995). Losses in light output, distortion of light and optical 

distribution (Page, 1998), and visual problems may result by simply replacing the 

CFL without considering the entire luminaire. Therefore, shade configurations 

may affect table lamp efficiency and light distribution. Consequently, the effects 

of varying the shade reflectance, transmittance, geometry, size, and material 

need to be examined. 

Lamp operating temperature and ballast type (California University of 

Environmental Research, 1996; lESNA, 1993; Siminovitch, Pankonin, Praul, & 

Zhang, 1997) play significant roles in determining the efficacy of a CFL table 

lamp system. Orienting integral-ballast CFLs to the base-down position 

decreases light output by 20% or more because of the mercury etching 

phenomenon (Serres & Taelman, 1993; Siminovitch et al., 1995). Mercury 

etching occurs when mercury condenses at the top of a tube, then is pulled by 

gravity into the hot base in an operating compact fluorescent lamp (Siminovitch 

et al., 1995). Condensed mercury that is collected in the lamp base is vaporized 

and the mercury vapor pressure inside the lamp increases beyond the optimum 

level, reducing light output (Serres et al., 1993; Siminovitch et al., 1995; 

Siminovitch etal., 1997). 



Shape and form of the lamp shade may also influence light distribution 

(Page et al., 1997), especially when the table lamp is used without any other 

type of lighting (llg, 1992). Replacing an incandescent lamp with a CFL without 

considering the existing shade may be inappropriate and may negatively affect 

the user's comfort and visual task performance (Essig, 1997; Page, 1998). A 

fixture with CFL that produces inefficient light distribution is not desired by 

consumers (Veitch, Hine, & Gifford, 1993), and may be a disadvantage over the 

fixture with an incandescent lamp (Page, 1998). 

Consumers may not always understand current lighting technology, 

systems, and applications. However, recent research shows that consumers are 

increasingly attentive to the importance of lighting for their health and well-being 

(Institutefor Research Construction, 1994; Veitch etal., 1993). Facility 

managers and building owners refused to use compact fluorescent lights when 

the technology was introduced because of the high initial cost and the 

uncertainty of the product's efficiency (Mekjavic & Banister, 1988; Steffy 1995). 

Lamp and replacement costs have been the main concerns of consumers 

(Veitch et al., 1993). According to Gardner and Hannaford (1993), "increased 

understanding of advantages of current lighting options may convince 

consumers and building owners to use CFLs for their own benefit" (p. 23). 

Researchers and manufacturers are struggling to produce a CFL fixture that can 

provide optimum consumer satisfaction with regard to users' health (Gulrajani, 

1995), safety, expenditure, and aesthetic appeal (Serres, 1995). 



Research regarding the orientation of the CFL lamp burning position is 

important to develop a better table lamp design that will increase consumer 

satisfaction (Page, 1998). Manufacturers, researchers, and designers need to 

collaborate to solve problems concerning compact fluorescent lamp and lamp 

shade effects. A table lamp that consists of a lamp that is oriented effectively and 

a shade that helps distribute the light evenly may result in improved luminaire 

efficiency, visual comfort, and task performance. 

The Problem to be Investigated 

The choice of lamp shades and compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) that are 

available in the market varies. Table lamp shades and CFLs are of different 

geometry, size, and material. The amount and quality of light received by the 

user are controlled and manipulated by the lamp shades and the lamp (Gardner 

et al., 1993; Gulrajani, 1995). Varying shade reflectance, transmittance, and 

geometry will produce different task illumination in a table lamp system (Essig, 

1997; Gardner etal., 1993). 

Candlepower distribution and task illuminance affect users psychologically 

and physically (Dove, 1996; Essig, 1997). Light has a strong influence on human 

comfort (Veitch & Newsham, 1998) and behavior (llg, 1991; Steffy, 1995). 

According to Kolanowski (1992) and Tideiksaar (1997), higher illuminance and 

even distribution of lighting reduces psychological discomfort and stress. 

Problems such as low visual clarity associated with residential and 

institutional lighting (llg, 1992; Kolanowski, 1992) may be lessened if the 



effects of lamp shades on light distribution are analyzed (Page et al., 1997). 

Consumers need to be presented with the information on light distribution and 

task illuminance of lamp shades in the purchase decision process (Page et al., 

1997; Veitch et al., 1993). The information may help consumers select and use 

the luminaire appropriately. To develop a better luminaire, designers of 

luminaires need to consider and use research findings regarding candlepower 

distribution (Page et al., 1997) and task illuminance of different lamps shades 

with compact fluorescent lamps. 

Orienting integral-ballast CFLs base-down decreases light output by as much 

as 20% compared to base-up position (Siminovitch et al., 1995). In a table lamp 

system, CFLs can only be installed base-down in an upright position or by 

retrofitting with a Circline (base-down horizontal position). With the incorporation 

of a thermal bridge assembly, a table lamp may operate at 97% lumen output for 

many tilting positions (Venderber, Rubinstein, & Siminovitch, 1988). However, 

comprehensive information on the tilting angle and the effect on light output is 

needed. 

Page (1998) claims that the Circline CFL distributes light more symmetrically 

and vertically compared to an incandescent lamp and a base-down CFL. Circline 

CFLs operate base-down and horizontally. According to Page's (1998) 

goniometric study, the horizontal Circline lamp sends only 64% of the light to the 

shade; the study demonstrated the advantages of producing the light where it is 

most needed (see Appendix A). Likewise, a Circline CFL is more efficient and 



has longer life than an incandescent lamp and an upright positioned CFL. 

Improvements in base-down lamp performance are being developed by lamp 

manufacturers and universities' research laboratories. Page et al. (1997) stated 

that "effects of shade geometry, position, transmitivity, and reflectivity are being 

analyzed in an ongoing study" (p. 5). Page's (1998) study demonstrated the 

relationship between shade, lamp type, CFL position and candlepower 

distribution. However, the study did not examine the relationship between shade 

shape, lamp type and lamp position and human visual comfort. 

Many users consider a table lamp as a decorative object rather than a 

functional machine (Loasby, 1992). Lamp shades characterize a table lamp 

(Loasby, 1992), and consumers will not change a shade unless the shade 

causes major health and safety problems such as headache or nausea, or 

becomes aesthetically unappealing (Veitch et al., 1998). The function of a lamp 

shade is to control and manipulate light output. However, previous researchers 

did not consider the lamp shade affect when testing the table lamp. 

Consumers may know that retrofitting a table lamp with a CFL will conserve 

energy. However, consumers may believe that the energy savings are not 

enough to offset the initial cost of a CFL (Siminovitch et al., 1995). According to 

Veitch et al., (1998), consumers do not know enough about the development of 

CFL to make an appropriate purchase decision. 

Research findings in professional journals are not a typical source of 

information for consumers (Veitch et al., 1993). Thus, lighting researchers and 



lamp designers must inform consumers through other forms of media such as 

television, seminars, and lay magazines. Moreover, little effort is made by lighting 

researchers to consider all the research findings in a study (Gardner et al., 1993; 

Steffy, 1995), and more importantly many lighting researchers do not consider 

the effect of the table lamp fixture as a whole on the users (Siminovitch et al, 

1995). For example, replacing a vinyl shade for table lamp with a frosted glass 

lamp shade may affect the table lamp light output (Loasby, 1992). 

Qualitative aspects of lighting such as visibility, comfort, aesthetics, and 

psychological effects are essential to lighting design (Stannard, Keith, & 

Johnson, 1994). Therefore, using an approach that considers the qualitative 

aspects of lighting to predict the performance of an increasingly used CFL table 

lamp system (Siminovitch et al., 1995, 1997) is important to the users' health and 

comfort (Stannard et al., 1994). 

Although lamp shades have been used in residential and commercial 

interiors for some time, research regarding the effects of the lamp shade 

on the user in terms of distribution, manipulation, and control of light have 

been limited. According to Siminovitch et al. (1997), the effect of lamp shade 

characteristics on the emotions, physical behavior, and activities of humans is 

not understood. Even lESNA (1993) does not provide any detailed information 

regarding lamp shades and table lamp lighting. 

Siminovitch et al. (1995) stated that "to achieve energy savings, the 

lamp, the ballast, and the fixture need to be treated as a one" (p. 28). The 



table lamp system is a type of task lighting, and research concerning task 

lighting is limited. Light distribution from a table lamp system that is within 

the immediate visual field has a greater impact on users' perceptions and 

comfort than from a more remote source (Bernecker, Davis, Webster, & 

Webster, 1993). 

Purpose and Hvpotheses 

The principal purpose of this study was to evaluate and determine the 

combination of shade shape and CFL burning position for task illumination 

that is most comfortable for university students. No instruments to measure 

visual comfort of table lamp lighting were located. Therefore, the second 

purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate a semantic differential scale 

used for measuring university students' visual comfort reading under a table lamp 

lighting. 

The hypotheses were: (a) there is a difference in the overall comfort 

(preference, comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting 

conditions) of the university students due to lamp shade shape, (b) there is a 

difference in overall comfort (preference, comfort, brightness condition, 

lighting problems, and lighting conditions) of the university students due to 

CFL burning position, and (c) there is an interaction between shade shape 

and CFL burning position based on the overall comfort (preference, comfort, 

brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting conditions) of the 
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university students and their responses to the CS. Multivariate Analysis of 

Variance (MANOVA) was used to answer hypothesis 1, hypothesis 2, and 

hypothesis 3. 

Assumptions 

The following assumptions were made for the study: 

1. Retrofitting a table lamp designed for a standard incandescent A-lamp 

with a compact fluorescent lamp changes the fixture's light distribution. 

2. Retrofitting a table lamp designed for a standard incandescent A-lamp 

with a CFL could saves energy. 

3. For vertical base-down CFLs light output is different on top of the lamp 

than near the base. 

4. Gravity pulls liquid mercury at the same strength and rate in base-down 

vertical position and base-down horizontal position. 

5. The CFL's sides produce more light output than the tip or base. 

6. Based on goniometric studies, Circline CFLs distribute light more 

symmetrically and vertically compared to vertical base-down CFLs and a 

standard incandescent A-lamp. 

7. A lamp shade has the ability to transmit, reflect, refract, and absorb light from 

the light source. 

8. Students' evaluation of comfort was not influenced by the light fixture 



appearance. The students were advised not to evaluate how the lamp 

(light bulb) or the lighting fixture appears. 

9. Students' evaluation of comfort was not influenced by the possibility 

of subjects mastering the reading material. 

10. Time of the experiment was not a factor that influenced the students' 

responses regarding comfort and preference. A student's preference to read at a 

certain time of day were minimized by the controlled setting and were balanced 

by other students' responses or preferences. 

11. Students' prior knowledge was not a variable that influences the responses 

regarding comfort. The study assumed that a student's knowledge of lighting was 

a representation of the general population. 

12. Students' 20/20 vision may not be a perfect representation of the population. 

Not all people have perfect vision or are color blind free. This method of 

controlling may not eliminate all the confounding variables related to the vision. 

Other vision problems experienced by the students were assumed to not 

influence task performance and comfort. 

Limitations of the Study 

The study had the following limitations: 

1. Although the students were advised not to evaluate the light fixture and the 

lamp, the students may have viewed the fixture. As a result, the students may be 

influenced by the presence of a specific fixture in the space. Preference for a 

certain shape may influence the subject's responses. Rounded shapes have 
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been proven to be more pleasing and more comfortable to the senses 

(Gerhardstein, 1995; Makioka, Inui, Yamashita, 1996). 

2. Prior knowledge of lighting may also affect the response and the mood. A 

person who knows that a cylindrical shade distributes light evenly may prefer the 

condition and may feel more comfortable (Veitch et al., 1993). 

3. According to Flynn (1977), a sample size of at least 40 or more subjects 

are desirable in order to achieve a statistical significance in lighting research. 

However, the literature does not specify the exact number of subjects 

recommended to achieve statistical significance in a study related to task 

illuminance and comfort. Also, no literature was found that stated the percentage 

of university student's age, gender, race, and other demographic characteristics 

needed for a sample to represent the general population. 

4. Two additional light sources were used in the treatment to reduce sharp 

contrast between the lighting on the task and the surrounding. The light fixtures 

were the same and the lighting was consistent throughout the six conditions. 

However, the combination effect of the different light sources is unknown. 

External light sources and noise were blocked out in the experiment. Room 

temperature and ventilation were maintained at a comfort level and were 

consistent throughout the test conditions. 

5. Table and partition wall surfaces that were glossy and bright colored 

were eliminated. However, in a real task situation, the combination of 

lighting and surface reflectances that is present in the space may affect 
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the students' responses. To measure comfort in a real task situation would be 

difficult because of the inability to control the confounding variables such as 

street noise and work load. 

Definition of Terms 

The following terms were defined for the purposes of the study. 

Absorption: The act of a light being taken in by a material, rather than being 

reflected or transmitted. For example, a lamp shade may absorb visible and 

radiant energy that are generated from the light source. 

Adequate task illumination: The amount of light recommended by the 

Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (lESNA) for performing a 

visual task, e.g. reading, writing, and typing. 

Amalgam: Mercury alloy that is applied to compact fluorescent lamps as a 

source of mercury vapor pressure control (Serres et al., 1993). 

Amalgam based technologv: A double-folded discharge tube with a cover 

designed to control and stabilize mercury vapor pressure in compact fluorescent 

lamps. The tube cover helps to retain heat, increase wall temperatures of the 

bulb and generate an even temperature inside a CFL. 

Ballast: Provides a starting voltage, power factor correction, and limits the 

current from burning the electrodes in a CFL (lESNA, 1993). The study used a 

high-frequency electronic ballast that consumes less energy, weighs less, offers 

dimming possibilities, eliminates flicker, and is quieter. 
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Brightness condition: Defined as subjects' responses to the semantic 

differential rating promoted by Flynn (1977) and Rohles & Miliken (1981). 

Subjects' impressions of the brightness condition under the tested lighting 

were evaluated using bipolar adjective pairs in the comfort scale (CS). 

Burning position: Either a horizontal (Cirdite™) or a vertical (base-down) 

position installed in a CFL table lamp system. According to Siminovitch (1997), 

lumen output generated is different when a CFL is burned in a different position. 

Candlepower distribution: A distribution of light output generated by a 

light source. Candlepower distribution can be represented graphically in a 

candlepower distribution curve (lESNA, 1993). 

Candlepower distribution curve: A graphic illustration of candlepower 

distribution that results from measuring candlepower at various angles 

around a light source (North American Philips Lighting, 1984). 

Circline lamp: This study used an 8 inch diameter CFL with an adapter. 

According to Page (1998), a Circline CFL is designed to match the operating 

position of a base-down horizontal. The study used a GE warm white 

Cirdite™ CFL 21 watts that is equivalent to a 75 watt incandescent and 

produces 1200 lumens light output and has a 40,000 hour life. 

Color temperature: Defined as the color of the light output from the 

CFLs. The color of the light was compared with the color of a blackbody 

"complete radiator" (North American Philips Lighting, 1984). The color 
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temperature of a the GE™ vertical CFL is 3500 °K (white) and the GE'^ 

horizontal CFL is 3000 °K (warm white). 

Comfort: Defined as subjects' responses to the semantic differential 

rating promoted by Flynn (1977) and Rohles & Miliken (1981). Subjects' 

impressions of visual comfort were evaluated using bipolar adjective pairs 

in the comfort scale (CS). Comfort adjective pairs were comfortable-

uncomfortable, ease-unease, spacious-confined, satisfied-dissatisfied, 

relaxed-tense, free-closed, adequate-not adequate, and easy-difficult. 

Comfort Scale (CS): A scale consisting of Bernecker et al.'s (1993) 

semantic differential rating scale and additional adjectives. The CS 

consisted of 22 bipolar adjective pairs for measuring comfort. Sixteen 

adjectives were from Bernecker et al.'s (1993) semantic differential rating 

scale that was used to evaluate impressions of visual comfort. Six additional 

adjectives were included in the CS based on face validity, literature review, and 

dissertation committee opinion. 

Compact fluorescent lamp: A double folded fluorescent lamp with an 

electronic ballast mounted within a polycarbonate enclosure and fitted with a 

medium screw base (North American Philips Lighting, 1984). The study used a 

GE™ warm white 20 watt (equivalent to 75 watts incandescent) with 1200 lumens 

light output and 10,000 hour life. Also, the study used a GE Circlite™ warm white 

21 watt (equivalent to 75 watts incandescent) with 1200 lumens light output and 

40,000 hour life. 
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Compact fluorescent table lamp svstem: Consisted of a compact fluorescent 

lamp, a high-frequency electronic ballast, a lamp shade, and the lamp body. 

Efficient task illumination: The amount of light that falls on the reading 

material from a table lamp that supports visual task performance. 

Flux : A unit of measurement for a quantity of light emitted by a light source. 

The amount of light produced and distributed by a compact fluorescent lamp. 

Goniophotometer: An instrument used to measure candlepower distribution 

of a light source. A goniophotometer can map the amount of light emitted from all 

angles of a fixture. The goniophotometer rotates a large mirror around all angles 

of a test fixture, allowing light to be reflected from the fixture to a centrally located 

light meter (Page et al., 1997). The apparatus claims to be accurate in generating 

candlepower plots of table lamps (lESNA, 1993). 

Lamp shade: A part of a lamp fixture that can be replaced and purchased 

separately. Lamp shades are manufactured in various shapes, sizes, materials, 

designs, and colors. However, there are two basic types of lamp shades: 

hardbacks and silks (Loasby, 1992). Two main functions of a lamp shade are to 

hide the lamp and to accentuate the fixture. The shade also functions to control 

the candlepower distribution (Page, 1998). 

Light output: The amount of light generated by a light source. Light output 

from a lamp may be different from a light output of a fixture. 

Lighting conditions: Defined as subjects' subjective responses to the 

semantic differential rating promoted by Flynn (1977) and Rohles and Miliken 
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(1981). Subjects' impressions of the lighting condition were evaluated using 

bipolar adjective pairs in the comfort scale (CS). Lighting conditions adjective 

pairs were uniform-non uniform, focused-not focused, and large-small. 

Lighting problems: Defined as subjects' responses to the semantic 

differential rating promoted by Flynn (1977) and Rohles and Miliken (1981). 

Subjects' impressions of the lighting problems were evaluated using bipolar 

adjective pairs in the comfort scale (CS). Lighting problems adjective pairs 

were problem-no problem and glare-no glare. 

Mercurv etching phenomenon: An incident where mercury condenses 

at the top of a tube then is pulled by gravity into the hot base in an operating 

CFL. Condensing and falling of mercury causes phosphor to corrode rapidly 

(Siminovitch etal., 1995). 

Preference: Defined as subjects' subjective responses to the semantic 

differential rating promoted by Flynn (1977) and Rohles and Miliken (1981). 

Subjects' preferences for the lighting conditions were evaluated using bipolar 

adjective pairs in the comfort scale (CS). Preference adjective pairs were 

appealing- unappealing, pleasant-unpleasant, attractive-unattractive, like-dislike, 

favorable-not favorable, acceptable-unacceptable, and balanced-not balanced. 

Reading or Task surface: measures 360 X 310 mm (14X12 in.) parallel with 

a desk top (lESNA, 1993). The bottom edge of the task plane is 76 mm (3 in.) 

from the front edge of the desk (lESNA, 1993). 

Reflection: The act of light striking a surface (i.e., lamp shade) and bouncing 
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back. Reflection may be specular, diffuse, spread, and mixed (North American 

Philips Lighting, 1984). 

Refraction: The act of light bending when passing from one transparent 

medium to another. For example, the light from a CFL bent after being 

transmitted through a shade. 

Semantic Differential Scale: A scale used to evaluate impressions of 

visual comfort and perceptions of lighting conditions. The scale was developed 

by Flynn (1972-1973) and has been used by many researchers to evaluate 

individual's preferences and impressions of lighting. The semantic differential 

scale that was used in this study was designed to pose questions to subjects 

about the condition of lighting and comfort associated with table lamps retrofitted 

with CFLs. 

Shade reflectance: The shade property that provides the capability to bounce 

light (lESNA, 1993). 

Shade transmittance: The shade ratio of transmitted light to incident light, 

affected by reflection and absorption (lESNA, 1993). 

Task Illuminance: The amount of light generated from a light source that falls 

on the reading material in a treatment. 

Thermal bridge assembly: The incorporation of a rippled copper strip, 0.02 by 

0.375 inch around a CFL tubulation for greater heat transfer area of a CFL 

(Siminovitch et al., 1995). The conductive element conducts heat to a heat 

exchange fin in a cooler section of the ballast compartment (Page, 1998). 
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Transmittance: The act of light when passing through a transparent or a 

translucent material such as a shade. 

University Students' Survey (USSV Contains 14 questions regarding the 

demographic characteristics of the subjects. The USS was developed for this 

study based on Eklund and Boyce's (1996) Office Lighting Survey, other 

literature, and dissertation committee opinion. According to Eklund et al. (1996), 

OLS is inexpensive, simple to administer and score, and easy to interpret. The 

USS was designed to identify subjects' characteristics such as gender, age, 

occupation, lighting education, visual problems, color preference, and shape 

preference. 

Summary 

The background and purposes of the study were introduced. The following 

sections reviewed previous literature related to this study, presented the study's 

methodology, presented the results, discussed the findings and made future 

recommendations. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Research on compact fluorescent lamps is relatively new, and no studies 

were discovered that analyze the effects of CFL burning position and lamp 

shades on overall comfort (preference, comfort, brightness conditions, lighting 

problems, and lighting conditions) and task illumination. Therefore, research 

studies similar in purpose to the present study were reviewed to identify the first 

independent variable as the lamp shade shape and the second independent 

variable as the compact fluorescent lamp burning position. The dependent 

variable was the students' overall comfort factors (preference, comfort, 

brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting conditions). 

The review of related literature is divided into nine sections as follows: 

(a) table lamp shade, (b) compact fluorescent lamp burning position, (c) task 

illumination and light distribution, (d) effects of lighting on visual performance, 

behavior, and perception, (e) lighting and visual comfort, (f) table lamp task 

illuminance requirements, (g) conceptual framework, (h) standards and 

procedures for measurement of lighting and responses, and (i) summary of 

literature review. 

Table Lamp Shade 

In a table lamp system which consists of the lamp holder, the body, and 

the shade, light travels directly and indirectly towards the task surfaces and 
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the users. Indirect light from reflection occurs when light falls on the shade 

and sun^ounding surfaces and bounces off of those surfaces in a similar or 

different direction. A lamp shade can control light reflections whether the 

reflection is specular, spread, diffuse, compound, selective, or nonselective 

(Ellis, Amos, & Kumar, 1995; lESNA, 1993; North American Philips Lighting, 

1984; Stannard et al., 1994). Thus, the primary function of a lamp shade is to 

control and manipulate light output. 

Surface reflectance of the lamp shade interior and the surrounding 

planes are important considerations in a CFL table lamp system (Steffy, 

1995). Also, room interior surfaces and finishes should produce reflections 

that are completely or partially diffuse (Ellis et al., 1995; Dove, 1996). Color 

of the lamp shade, task surfaces and surrounding objects varies under 

different light sources. Light that passes through any material (e.g., vinyl 

lamp shade) is controlled and manipulated by the material. Careful consideration 

is important when selecting lamp shades and materials, and finishes of 

surrounding objects or surfaces (Dove, 1996). 

Speed and angle are altered when light enters a translucent material 

like glass, plastic, or fabric (Ellis et al., 1995; lESNA, 1993; North American 

Philips Lighting, 1984). Quantity of illuminance also changes depending on the 

density of the material, and presence of dirt, moisture, oil, cracks, and marks. 

Patterns on the translucent surfaces also influence the characteristics of light. 

Transmission through translucent materials is a light property that can be spread, 
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diffused, or mixed (lESNA, 1993; North American Philips Lighting, 1984). The 

degree of transmission relies on light intensity, absorption and transmittance, and 

material thickness. Over a period of time lamp shades may change color, and 

therefore may affect the light output. Thus, maintaining the table lamp such as 

cleaning and replacing the shade is important to assure efficient light output. 

Shades are produced from various materials, and users may select different 

shade forms, height, and size to suit their needs. Shades may be of different 

colors and of different materials (e.g., linen, polyester, glass, and paper mixture). 

Shade shapes that are typically available on the market are cone, square, 

cylindrical, and polyshape. 

Manufacturers produce lamp shades with different characteristics (e.g., 

different sizes, different forms, and different materials) to serve consumers' 

needs. One conclusion yielded by neariy a decade of research on CFLs at 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory is that when the lamp, the ballast, and the light 

fixture are considered as one, energy savings can be achieved (Siminovitch et 

al., 1995). Likewise, consumers and interior designers need to consider the 

function of each part and how the parts work together to affect lighting quality. 

Lighting manufacturers and lighting researchers also need to examine the 

function of each part and how the parts affect the users. 

Typically, consumers are not aware that simply replacing an incandescent 

light source with a screw-in CFL, without considering the entire luminaire, results 
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in a loss of light output (Page, 1998; Siminovitch et al.,1995), severe degradation 

of optical distribution (Page et al., 1997), and visual discomfort caused by glare 

(Serres et al., 1993). Page (1988) stated that light from an incandescent lamp is 

transmitted or reflected by the shade and much of the light is absorbed adding to 

shade losses. Although Ji and Davis (1993), Page et al. (1997), and Serres et al. 

(1993) have evaluated lamp types and the effect of lamp burning positions on 

candlepower distributions, the researchers have not researched portable lamp 

fixtures and the effect of shades on visual comfort. 

Most existing residential fixtures were designed for the operation of 

incandescent A-lamps with a uniform distribution. CFL distribution is more 

linear and asymmetrical (Siminovitch et al., 1997). Replacing an A-lamp 

with a CFL changes the optical distribution of the luminaire, potentially 

reducing the perceived brightness (Goldman & Aldich, 1990) and contributing to 

consumer dissatisfaction (Siminovitch et al., 1997). The relationship between the 

shapes of existing lamp shades designed for an A-lamp and the new CFL needs 

to be examined. 

Gardner et al. (1993) stated that "the performance of a portable lamp is less 

important if the room is evenly lit" (p.84). However, in a room lit exclusively by a 

table lamp, the type of shade and location of the light source becomes more 

critical (lESNA, 1993). The shape, size, and material of the lamp shade 

significantly influence task illumination. Candlepower distribution that is 
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manipulated and controlled by the lamp shade may have a direct impact on the 

user's health, safety, comfort, and performance. 

Working with inadequate or inappropriate lighting may lead to eyestrain 

(Loasby, 1992), headache, and nausea (Sanders & McCormick, 1993; Steffy, 

1995). For example, lESNA (1993) stated that "deep and narrow shades do not 

provide useful task illumination and restrict downward and upward spread of 

light" (p.350). Opaque shades create pools of light above and below, and the 

effect is visually uncomfortable. Gardner et al. (1993) made assumptions that 

shades with too high transmittance and too little diffusion are unattractive and 

distracting. Therefore, in searching for an appropriate shade, a customer not only 

has to consider the aesthetics, durability, and cost of the shade, the customer 

also needs to consider the direct effect the lamp shade or the overall fixture has 

on the person's health, comfort, and performance. 

Compact Fluorescent Lamps and Burning Positions 

Lower light output from base-down operation of CFLs has caused consumer 

dissatisfaction and problems in the marketplace. Utility companies are 

introducing management and customer service programs to increase CFL 

retrofits and efficiency of light outputs. Base-down integral-ballast CFLs may lose 

up to 20% of light output compared to base-up or horizontal orientations (Page et 

al., 1997; Siminovitch et al., 1995). Lamp power, ballast compartment ambient 

temperature, and lamp size contribute to the variation in lumen losses. 
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In a base-down operation, mercury condenses at the top of the lamp 

and then is pulled down by gravity into the hot base of the lamp (Siminovitch et 

al, 1995, 1997; Verderber et al., 1988). Mercury that is collected in the lamp 

tubulation encounters radiation, conduction, and convection heat transfer from 

nearby filaments and electronic ballast (Siminovitch et al., 1995; Verderber et al., 

1988). As a result the mercury is rapidly vaporized and mercury vapor pressure 

is increased beyond optimal level resulting in lumen losses (Siminovitch et al., 

1995). 

Soules in Siminovitch et al. (1995) questioned the researcher regarding 

heat piping and mercury etching phenomena. Heat piping occurs when 

condensed mercury at the top of a base-down lamp absorbs heat from the 

lamp base. Mercury etching is the phenomena that occurs when mercury 

continually condenses and falls as a result of heat piping in an operating 

base-down CFL. 

Amalgam technology installed in CFLs produced less than a 5% difference 

between base-up and base-down lumen output (Serres et al., 1993). Amalgam 

control systems integrate bulb, cover, and ballast into one unit and stabilize 

mercury vapor pressure to near optimal value (Serres et al., 1993). Center bulb-

wall temperature control and end-chamber bulb wall temperature control are the 

two techniques used mostly in larger fluorescent lamps to stabilize and hold 

mercury vapor pressure. Modified bulb-wall temperature control may be used in 

CFLs, but the technique requires some changes in bulb structure. However, the 
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development of an internal thermal bridge system may be the most effective 

method in solving the light output ineffidency of CFL burning positions 

(Siminovitch et al., 1995). 

Thermal bridged lamps have shorter warm-up times and can cost less than 

amalgam lamps (Siminovitch et al., 1995). Finding the lamp burning position that 

distributes light efficiently and evenly may eliminate health problems associated 

with lighting and may conserve energy. 

Circline fluorescent lamps were developed by lighting researchers and 

lamp manufacturers to provide more efficient and pleasing lighting. This 

horizontally oriented lamp distributes light where it is needed the most (at nadir) 

for reading and writing tasks (Page, 1988). Lighting manufacturers claim that 

Circline lamps are more efficient than a standard incandescent A-lamp (Page et 

al., 1997) and a base-down CFL (Page, 1998). For example, a 21 watt GE 

Cirdite™ produces the same amount of light (1,200 lumens) as a 75 watt GE 

incandescent lamp. Therefore, the more efficient the circline lamp is, the more 

energy It conserves. However, this study did not discover any research that 

assessed the effects of the circline lamp on human visual comfort. 

Task Illumination and Light Distribution 

Visual tasks can be performed accurately, safely, comfortably, and easily with 

adequate task illumination (North American Philips Lighting, 1984). The 

quantitative requirement for task illumination varies depending on the type of 

activity or task, the age of the users (Sanders et al., 1993), the accuracy and 
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speed required for the task, and reflectance value of the task background (Steffy, 

1995). Adequate task illumination may also be determined by the length of time a 

task is performed (Steffy, 1995), the surrounding conditions, and the 

physiological state of the eyes (Mekjavic et al., 1988; North American Philips 

Lighting, 1984). lESNA (1993) recommends 500 to 1000 lux (50 to 75 

footcandles) for reading a copied print. However, this value may be higher or 

lower depending on the variables mentioned above. 

The method for determining a target installed and maintained task 

illuminance can be determined by referring to lESNA (1993) or North American 

Philips Lighting (1984) guidelines. The amount of light emitted from a light source 

is correlated to the amount of task illuminance on an object. Using a light meter, 

a researcher can measure the illuminance on a task (Bernecker et al., 1993). The 

illuminance measurement on a task represents the light output from a fixture. 

Lamp geometry, lamp position, and shade shape have significant effects 

on light output, light distribution (Page et al., 1997; Siminovitch et al., 1995), 

shade losses, and fixture effidencies (Page et al., 1997). Page et al. (1997) 

concluded that "significant light distribution differences resulted when a table 

lamp originally designed for an A-lamp is replaced by a CFL" (p. 5). 

Goniometric studies showed that a predominately horizontally oriented CFL 

source distributes light more efficiently than a symmetrical A-lamp and a 

predominately vertically oriented CFL source in a table lamp (Page, 1988). Page 

et al. (1997) stated that "a horizontally oriented lamp concentrates its flux in the 
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critical nadir and zenith areas and does suffer CFL thermal losses from operating 

base-down. Changing the burning position of a CFL by tilting and changing the 

shade geometry, material, and color may increase the effidency of CFL retrofits" 

(p. 8). 

Perceived light from a CFL table lamp system is as important as the 

efficiency. Ji and Davis stated in Page et al. (1997) that shade losses of a 

horizontally positioned CFL with a lamp shade affects the users' perception 

of brightness and light distribution. Page (1998) also concluded that table lamp 

shade and lamp shape affect light distribution and users' visual perception. 

Effects of Lighting on Visual Performance. Behavior, and Perception 

The human eye consists of optical and neurological components that 

help convert light energy into electrical signals for the brain. Transmittance 

of light into the eye varies with wavelengths and with a person's age (lESNA, 

1993). Ability to see small objects, to read fine prints, and to adapt decreases 

under low illuminance (Ellis et al., 1995; lESNA, 1993) and with age. Most people 

prefer higher illuminance, and as a person ages the amount of light needed to 

satisfy performance increases. Users' satisfaction levels appear to increase with 

an increased level of illuminance, followed by a decrease in satisfaction at a peak 

level (North American Philips Lighting, 1984; Sanders et al., 1993). 

Individuals differ considerably in their response to task illumination (Sanders 

et al., 1993). Weston (1982) assumed that subjects' visual performance varies at 

different illumination levels. However, Sanders et al. (1993) did not deariy 
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present the relationship of demographic characteristics and responses to task 

illumination. Bernecker et al.'s (1993) study found that there were differences in 

subjects' responses towards overhead lighting due to sex and age. Males and 

older age groups tended to be less sensitive to lighting changes (Bernecker et 

al., 1993). However, this study used only 16 subjects of the age of 40 and over 

According to de Boer and Fisher (1991), age affects visual efficiency. As the 

age of an individual increases, the relationship between task illumination and 

visual performance changes (de Boer et al., 1991). The researcher found that 

age affects responses toward task illumination only after the age of 50. This 

study used subjects between the age of 18 and 36, and de Boer et al.'s (1991) 

study did not discover any effect for the subjects below the age of 40. A study 

that examines a relationship between subjects' demographic characteristics and 

table lamp lighting is needed. 

Visibility of the object is influenced by the actual size of the object and 

the object's size as perceived by the observer (lESNA, 1993). For example, an 

object may look smaller to a person's eye when the object is in a dark 

surrounding. A white colored object may look larger when a person's vision is 

blurred (llg, 1991). Visibility also varies with the lighting conditions in the space. 

Likewise, observer's age, exposure time (Dove, 1996), and visual adaptation 

state affect visibility (Davidson, 1997; lESNA, 1993). The object's color and 

surface reflectance may also alter a user's perception (Sanders et al., 1993) and 

task performance. 
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Light influences human behavior and gives multiple impressions to human 

perception. People attract, circulate, and orient differently under varying light 

conditions. Lighting triggers a subjective judgement of preference (Aspinall & 

Dewar, 1988), and humans may perceive spaciousness, privacy, relaxation and 

pleasantness (Flynn, Spencer, Martyniuk, & Hendrick, 1979) depending on the 

lighting conditions. 

Lighting can be designed intentionally and unintentionally to provide human 

visual experiences such as helping a person to focus on an object, creating 

visual interest (Aspinall et al., 1988; Gardner, 1993), and directing attention to an 

art work (Gardner, 1993). Lighting may also facilitate circulation in a building 

(Steffy, 1990), create romantic moods in a restaurant, and provide energy to a 

club setting. Increased task illumination may result in an increase of productivity 

(Sanders et al., 1993) and lessen complaints associated with glare (Steffy, 1990; 

Barnaby, 1989). Factors associated with user complaints such as direct glare, 

inadequate lighting, and bothersome shadows need to be eliminated to increase 

user satisfaction and improve working conditions (Champness, Hyland & Oliver, 

1995; McMurdo & Gaskell, 1991). 

Lighting and Visual Comfort 

The amount of light required for the comfortable and efficient performance of 

a visual task is influenced by the size, color and brightness of the object, the 

contrast between the object and the its background, the reflectivity of the object's 

immediate surrounding, and the time allowed for seeing (lESNA, 1993; Sanders 
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et al., 1993). In addition, visual comfort and efficiency depend on adequate 

illumination and the proper illumination of the field of view (Sanders et al., 1993). 

Therefore, there should be no great difference of brightness between the field of 

central vision and the larger surrounding. Glare, veiling reflections, suri'ace 

reflectance value, reflectance area, and visual adaptation also affect task 

performance (Sanders et al., 1993). 

Color temperatures of the GE™ vertical CFL (3500 °K) and the GE™ Cirdine 

CFL (3000 °K) were different and may be a factor that affected table lamp user's 

preferences and visual comfort. However, no studies were found that showed the 

effect of color temperature on human subjective responses. Previous research 

indicated that a factor such as color temperature exert strong effects on the lamp 

users' physical and psychological states (Fisher, Bell, & Baum, 1990; Sundstrom 

&Sundstrom, 1986). 

Glare produces eye strain and reduces visibility (Anderson & Noell, 1994). 

Glare can be minimized with proper shielding of the lamp, i.e., the use of an 

appropriate lamp shade. A frosted glass lamp shade does not shield as much 

light as a lamp shade made of fabric. Translucent glass lamp shades often make 

the light seem brighter than it really is and may result in glare (Loasby, 1992). 

Proper positioning of the lamp and appropriate shade material may reduce glare 

and visual discomfort. 
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Lighting that is unevenly distributed bothers many table lamp users (llg, 

1992) and further reduces the users' vision adaptation abilities. Inadequate 

lighting increases depression (Josephson, Fabacher, & Rubenstein, 1991; Pirkl, 

1994), anxiety levels (Steffy, 1995), and fatigue (Sanders et al., 1993). Adequate 

lighting can provide a sense of relaxation and enhance comfort (Gardner, 1993; 

Sanders et al., 1993). However, these assumptions were made based on little or 

no empirical research. 

No studies regarding the effects of table lamps on students or any other 

groups have been located in the literature. However, university students spend 

much time indoors studying, and the lighting conditions that the students 

experience may not be optimum for performing visual tasks. Task lighting has a 

major impact on the students' eyes because of the close proximity of the system 

(Pirkl, 1994). 

Aside from energy efficiency, fluorescent lamps flicker at twice the rate of the 

incandescent lamps, and fluorescent light sources differ in the amount of light 

produced at various wavelengths (Economopoulos & Chan, 1989). However, no 

studies were found that investigate the effect of flickering CFL on human. 

According to Widowski, Keeling, and Duncan (1992), perceptual, physiological, 

and reprodudive processes are sensitive to specific features of light, and 

therefore, it is possible that the different light sources may affect behavior in 

different ways. Findings by Widowski et al. (1992) and Zimmerman (1988) 

supported the concept that different CFL light sources affect behavior differently. 
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Table Lamp Task Illuminance Reguirements 

Through the use of daylight and electrical lighting, the interior of workplaces 

should provide optimum conditions for performing required tasks (Gardner et al., 

1993) and the appropriate visual environment when looking away from the task 

for relaxation or change of task (Steffy, 1995). The visual impression of an 

interior is influenced by the floor and furniture surfaces, visual objects, 

background surfaces, and light source (ISO, 1989). 

The 1995 lES Lighting Handbook provides standards and illuminance criteria 

for various tasks. Performance of visual tasks of high contrast or larger size (e.g., 

reading, and handwriting) requires a minimum of 50 to 75 footcandles (Sanders 

et al., 1993). However, performance of visual tasks of extremely low contrast and 

small size requires more than 1000 footcandles (lESNA, 1993). Because of 

varying task conditions, a table lamp system that is able to provide variable light 

output is desirable. A table lamp with a dimmer is recommended. A dimmer also 

provides control of visual glare and shadow. A self-ballasted CFL that can be 

used with a dimmer is now readily available on the market. 

A visual distance of 16 to 36 inches for reading is recommended for a 

person with 20/ 20 vision (lESNA, 1993). Appropriate task lighting for an 

environment will provide adequate illumination for task performance, will aid 

the users' ability to see by enhancing visual clarity of the task, and will improve 

visual comfort. 
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Analyzing the visual demands of a table lamp's user before designing or 

specifying the lighting in a space is important (Siminovitch, 1995). According to 

Veitch et al. (1993) and Bernecker et al. (1993), a survey given to the interior 

occupant will help identify the user's visual needs. Interior designers and lighting 

specifiers need to provide lighting for their clients based on research findings and 

lighting requirements. Because people's lighting requirements are individualized 

and may change with the tasks performed, designing a lighting system that 

enables occupants to adjust as many aspects of lighting conditions as possible 

without having a negative impact on the other users in the space is important 

(Gardner etal., 1993). 

Conceptual Framework 

Page et al. (1997) developed a test protocol that uses a swing-arm 

goniophotometer to study light distribution associated with typical retrofits for a 

table lamp application. The tests followed the lESNA (1993) standards and 

procedures for measuring photometric data. The researchers concluded that 

lamp position and geometry affect light output, light distribution, shade losses, 

and fixture efficiencies. The research also found that candlepower distribution of 

a table lamp with a shade is different from a table lamp without a shade. 

The findings of Page et al. (1997) and Page (1998) are consistent with the 

conclusions yielded by Serres et al. (1993) and Siminovitch et al. (1995) 

regarding the efficiency of a CFL burning position (see Appendix A). The 

researchers found that CFLs perform differently based on the operating 
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positions. Serres et al. (1993) conduded that an amalgam-based CFL can 

provide significant advantages over many of the CFL designs by producing more 

than 90% of the maximum light output over a wide range of ambient 

temperatures. Siminovitch et al. (1995) also conduded that orienting integral-

ballast CFLs base-down can decrease light output by as much as 20% and using 

a thermal bridge system in a CFL can mitigate most of the losses. Both 

techniques have the potential to solve the problem of CFL burning positions 

(Page etal., 1997). 

Lamp shades have the ability to control and manipulate light output of a lamp. 

Page et al. (1997) found that lamp shades affected light distribution, luminous 

intensity, and luminous flux. Light distribution is the spread of light produced by a 

lamp. Distribution can be affected by the absorption, transmission, reflection, or 

refraction of light by a lamp shade. Luminous intensity is the light emitted in a 

specific direction by a lamp. The intensity of the light may be modified when the 

light is absoriDed, reflected, or transmitted by a lamp shade. 

Luminous flux is the light emitted in all diredions by a lamp. The flux outside 

a table lamp with a shade may be less than the flux inside. The amount of shade 

losses may depend on the shape, size, material, and thickness of the shade. A 

shade also helps minimize potential glare and redirect flux to areas where light is 

needed for tasks. According to Page et al. (1997), tilting the CFL or changing the 

shade geometry and reflectance may affect the light output and characteristics of 

a table lamp. 
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Subjective evaluations of comfort have been completed using a semantic 

differential rating technique promoted by Flynn, Hendrick, Spencer, and 

Martyniuk (1979) and Rohles et al. (1981). Flynn and Spencer (1977) used a 

semantic differential technique to measure effeds of light source color on user 

impression and satisfaction. John E. Flynn has used semantic differential 

techniques in many other studies of lighting and the interior occupants. 

Bernecker et al. (1993) studied subjects' visual comfort under different task 

lighting conditions using the semantic differential technique. 

Standards and Procedures for Measurement of 
Lighting Responses 

J. L. Phillips in Keeves (1988) argued that some attributes that were used in 

the semantic differential scale did not precisely measure users' comfort. The 

argument is that the adjectives may have double meaning and that the adjectives 

are not perfectly opposite (Keeves, 1988). However, semantic differential scales 

have been used by many lighting researchers in evaluating comfort and 

preference (Bernecker et al., 1993; Rea, 1981; & Flynn, 1979). 

lERI Project 92 suggested that scaling and mapping procedures are 

methods that can measure subject impression, attitude, peri'ormance, and 

preference (Flynn, 1979; Flynn et al. 1979) toward lighting. The experience of a 

person in a lighted space can be measured (Flynn & Spencer, 1977; Flynn, 

1979), and the changes in a person's visual perception can be studied. This 

study followed the guidelines and recommendations from lERI Project 92. 
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Initial surveys to measure lighting perceptions and preferences indude 

Vischer's Lighting Comfort Scale (LCS) and Gillette and Brown's Occupant 

Questionnaire (OQ). The LCS is a questionnaire (Dillon & Vischer, 1988) used 

for assessment of overall office quality (Eklund et al., 1996). LCS is simple to 

administer for measuring poor lighting conditions in a workspace. However, 

according to Eklund et al. (1996), LCS is difficult to interpret, labor-intensive to 

score, and weak in identifying the lighting problem. 

Gillette and Brown's Occupant Questionnaire (Gillette & Brown, 1986) is an 

instrument developed to quantify good office lighting. According to Eklund et al. 

(1996), OQ is simple to administer, less difficult to interpret, but is labor intensive 

to score. Thus, Eklund et al. (1996) developed the Office Lighting Survey (OLS) 

that is inexpensive, simple to administer and score, and easy to interpret. Eklund 

et al. (1996) claimed the OLS survey addresses most factors important in 

evaluating office lighting; also it is able to differentiate between acceptable 

lighting and unacceptable lighting. However, the survey heavily relies on the 

workers for the responses, and the researchers did not manipulate the settings. 

The researchers also did not have control over the confounding variables such 

as the room temperature and the surrounding surface reflectance that may affect 

the responses. No literature was found that demonstrated a relationship between 

university students' demographic characteristics and their responses toward 

semantic differential lighting scales. 
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Summary of Literature Review 

Lamp shade geometry and compact fluorescent burning orientation 

may affect the students' comfort and task performance. Candlepower 

distribution and task illuminance that are not uniform or uneven may cause 

psychological and physiological problems such as headache, restlessness, 

nausea, and visual fatigue. Simply replacing a CFL in a table lamp designed for 

an incandescent lamp causes inefficiency in power use and may result in user 

complaints. Ji et al. (1993) and Siminovitch et al. (1995) stated that there have 

been numerous complaints by people who cannot perform tasks comfortably 

using a table lamp in the work environment. 

Perhaps by changing the shade, many problems associated with table lamps 

can be solved. Lamp shade and lamp positions determine the efficiency 

and the evenness of a table lamp light output. Recent lighting research has 

focused on CFL burning position, but the importance of the table lamp shade has 

not been addressed. In a table lamp system, a lamp shade controls the light 

output more than the lamp. Shade losses occur when light is absorbed by the 

lamp shade, and the degree of shade loss varies with shade characteristics. 

Page (1998) and Siminovitch et al. (1997) concluded that the shade plays an 

important role in regulating light output from a fixture. 

According to Veitch et al. (1993), manufacturers and researchers need 

to work together in solving the problems associated with task lighting. All 

standards and procedures related to task illuminance have to be considered 
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in lighting research and application. Many lighting researchers are looking at 

the efficiency of a CFL without considering the effect on the user's comfort and 

without considering the shade effect. The intent of this study was to evaluate 

university students' comfort due to differences in table lamp shade and CFL 

burning positions. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS 

Introduction 

From manufacturing, design, and health perspectives, task illumination 

of a compact fluorescent table lamp and university students' visual comfort 

associated with the table lamps are significant issues to be explored in lighting 

research and technology (Flynn, 1972-73; Flynn, 1977; Page et al., 1997; 

Siminovitch et al., 1995, 1997). The procedures for this study are addressed in 

the following sections: (a) methodology, (b) seledion of the sample, (c) research 

instruments, (d) applied standards and procedures for measurement of lighting 

and lighting responses, (e) explanation of the procedures, (f) consistency and 

factor analysis, (g) collection of data, (h) variables for the study, and (i) statistical 

analysis of the data. 

Methodology 

The experiment was conducted in a windowless room at Texas Tech 

University, College of Human Sciences. The desk and other furniture were 

arranged to look like a study setting. The temperature, ventilation, and surface 

reflectance in the office were controlled and regulated at a comfort level. These 

conditions were kept consistent throughout the six test conditions. The 

dissertation committee chair and the researcher determined the comfort level of 

the room. The room was illuminated by a table lamp, a 75 watt overhead 
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luminaire, and a 150 watt vertically mounted track light that was directed upward. 

The overhead light and the track light were positioned at a distance that would 

not affect the light distribution on the task surface. These lights were the same for 

all of the six conditions. The overhead light and the track light were used to 

decrease sharp contrast between the task area and the surrounding area. 

University students from EDIT 2318 "Computing and Information Technology" 

class voluntarily signed up for one of six groups. All participants were enrolled for 

a lottery and received five points credit towards their course. Students' were 

randomly grouped and assigned to each treatment. Each group was tested at 

various times on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. Each student 

had an eye test prior to entering the test room. The researcher gave the students 

the eye test and the students were asked to read the Snelling™ eye chart at a 

distance of 24 inches as suggested in the chart manual. Students who had 

difficulties reading the smallest set of letters did not pass the eye test. 

The reading material that was used in the study was photocopied from 

Journal of Interior Design and was selected based on the article content that was 

related to the EDIT 2318 class content (see Appendix D). The article was 

reviewed by experts in an education field from the Texas Tech University, 

College of Education to determine its readability level appropriate for subjects at 

a university level. A bell was sounded to remind the student in the station to stop 

reading. While still in the station, the student was asked to complete the comfort 

scale. Completing the comfort scale required no more than ten minutes. 
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According to Flynn et al. (1979), a subject's commitment of time to respond to a 

semantic scale should be 45 minutes or less to avoid subject fatigue. A bell was 

sounded to remind the student that the test was completed. The procedures for 

determining the time limits for reading the text and for responding to the CS were 

tested by the instructor for EDIT 2318 dass and the researcher. 

At the end of the test condition, the student was asked to complete the 

University Students' Survey under the same lighting condition. There was no time 

limit for completing the University Students' Survey. Another student from the 

same group was tested and followed the same procedure until all the students 

who participated in test condition 1 were tested. The same method was repeated 

for groups 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 on different days. 

Selection of the Sample 

According to Flynn et al. (1979), a reasonable statistical significance 

may be achieved with a sample size of at least 40 subjects. Therefore, 

students from EDIT 2318 were asked to voluntarily sign up into eighteen time 

slots for each session (see Appendix B). There were six sign-up sheets for six 

sessions. Each sign-up sheet consisted of 18 twenty-minute time slots. A 

pamphlet was given to each student who signed up for the test describing the 

purpose, the aiteria needed to qualify, the task description, the prizes that were 

given, the location, and the time of the session (see Appendix C). The students 

were divided into six groups, group CI , C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6. Eighteen 

students signed up for each session. 
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students were tested for corrected visual acuity prior to the test condition 

to avoid the effects of confounding variables related to vision. Students that 

qualified for the study had 20/20 vision or wore corredive glasses or lenses. 

Ninety responses (15 from each session) from the students who passed the 

eye test were used in the data analyses. 

Research Instruments 

The reading material titled "Cruising the Internet highway: A wealth of 

information for interior design educators" was photocopied from Journal of 

Interior Design and was selected because it was related to the EDIT 2318 class 

content. The researcher suggested the text and the EDIT 2318 class instructor 

approved the text (see Appendix D). 

A GE™ light meter was used to measure task illumination at the center of the 

test material, and 41 cm (16 in.) from the light source prior to the treatment. The 

light meter was used by Bernecker et al.'s (1993) study to measure task 

illumination in an open space. 

Task illumination readings were recorded on the Illuminance Measurement 

Data Sheet (see Appendix E). The Illuminance Measurement Data Sheet (IMDS) 

was designed based on literature review and was reviewed by the dissertation 

committee. The illuminance measurement from one treatment will be compared 

to the measurement from other treatments. The CS contains 16 bi-polar 

adjectives from Bernecker et al.'s (1993) semantic differential scale. Six 
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additional adjectives were induded in the CS, and the 22 adjectives in the CS 

were reviewed by the dissertation committee (see Appendix F). 

University Students' Survey (USS) that was administered to the subject after 

each treatment consisted of socio-demographic questions that were based on 

Eklund et al.'s (1996) OLS (see Appendix G). Additional questions in the USS 

were developed based on literature review and dissertation committee opinions. 

Applied Standards and Procedures for Measurement of 
Lighting and Responses 

A semantic differential rating technique was used in the study to measure 

comfort because there are no other known measures of visual comfort for task 

lighting. To measure visual comfort of task lighting, the semantic differential 

rating scale has been widely utilized by lighting researchers. The comfort scale 

(CS) that was used in this study incorporated Bernecker et al.'s (1993) semantic 

differential scale. 

The 14 socio-demographic questions that were used in the University 

Students' Survey (USS) were based on OLS, literature reviews, and opinions of 

dissertation committee members. All tests conditions followed the lESNA (1993) 

standards and procedures for measuring photometric performance and 

manufacturers' recommendations. The experiment complied with the following 

guidelines that were derived from literature review: 

1. Luminaires that were selected for the test were dean and representative 

of the manufacturer's regular product. CFLs were mounted in their suggested 
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locations by the fixture manufacturer within the luminaire and followed the 

manufacturer spedfications for installing or retrofitting compact fluorescent table 

lamps. 

2. Shades that were used were new and were similar in height and material. 

Shades were installed according to the manufacturers' specifications. 

3. Extraneous light was eliminated and specular reflections from the surfaces 

were controlled and minimized. 

4. The testing was conducted in a draft free environment, and the room 

temperature were set at a comfortable level of 77°F, ± 3°F, (25°C ± 1°C). 

5. Lamps and ballasts were operated until thermal stabilization was reached 

before the experiment. The lamps were seasoned for 4 1/2 hrs. prior to 

each test. 

6. Task illumination readings were taken with the lamp in a normal use 

position and as recommended by the Flynn et al. (1979). 

7. Task illuminance readings were measured using a light meter at the 

center of the test material, 41 cm. (16 in.) from the light source. A visual 

distance of 16 to 36 inches for reading is recommended by lESNA (1993). 

8. Test reports for this study described the lamp type, the mounting type, 

the shade, the reading plane task illuminance value, and diagrams that 

illustrated the luminaire shape, dimensions, the fixture center position, and 

the workspace. 

9. The experiment was designed to eliminate and hold constant as many 
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confounding variables as possible. Flynn et al. (1979) suggested that the 

effect of learning is best controlled by randomization of the subjects. Therefore, 

the students that voluntarily partidpated for the test were randomly assigned to 

each treatment. 

10. The instructions given to the subjects followed Flynn et al.'s (1979) 

recommendations in giving instructions for a bi-polar rating scale. 

Explanation of the Procedures 

A standard table lamp used in residential office environments was used for 

the experiments (see Figure 3.1). The table lamp that was purchased from a 

general lighting store was retrofitted with a CFL. The table lamp was retrofitted 

with a CFL base-down in an vertical position and with a Cirdite™ CFL (base-

down horizontal position). Since the same lamp body was used throughout the 

experiments, the effect of surface reflection differences from the lamp body were 

minimized. The total height of the fixtures was 30 inches with a socket height of 

17 inches. The study used a GE compact fluorescent lamp that was rated at 

1200 lumens, 20 watts (equivalent to 75 watts incandescent lamp) and has a 

10,000 hour life. The study also used a GE Cirdite™ CFL that is rated at 1200 

lumens, 21 watts (equivalent to 75 watts incandescent lamp) and a 40,000 hour 

life (see Figure 3.2). 

Before the tests began, each integral CFL was burned for a period of 4 1/2 

hours to season the lamp (Serres, 1994) and to minimize lumen depreciation 
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Figure 3.1: The table lamp that was used in the treatment. 
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GE ™ vertical CFL 

GE™ horizontal CFL 

Figure 3.2: The lamps that were used in the treatments (Compact biaxial 
CFL and Cirdine™). 
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error (Siminovitch et al., 1995). The procedures in this study followed the lESNA 

(1993) standards and procedures when applicable. The three different shades 

that were tested are described in Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. The material that was 

used for all the shades was slightly translucent with matte finish, and high 

reflectance value; light transmitted through the shade diffused the light. Each 

shade that was used in the experiment was similar in height and surface area to 

minimize the effects of shade size. 

The table lamp and the reading material were positioned to minimize 

the creation of shadows. The lower edge of the shade was not above or below 

the periphery vision, and the lamp was not visible to the subjects. Therefore, 

each subject was advised prior to the treatment to change the chair height if 

necessary. The luminaires were placed at 51 cm (20 in.) from the users and 41 

cm (16 in.) from the center of the reading material as recommended by lESNA 

(1993) and Sanders et al. (1993). 

The surface of the surrounding task surface materials was nonglossy and of 

40-50% reflectance. The reading material was placed in the center of a primary 

task plane that measured 360 X 310 mm (14 X 12 in.), parallel with the desktop 

(lESNA, 1993). The reading material was printed on 8'/^ X 11 in. white copy 

paper. Since all treatments were conducted in the same location, the effects of 

surface reflectance or room temperature were minimized. The desk that was 

used in the experiment is a typical residential office desk purchased from a 

furniture store. Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 illustrate the view and condition of the 
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Round shape 
Manufacturer GE™ 
Style: 534GS 
Height: 14.75 in. 
Minor diameter: 8 in. 
Major diameter: 16 in 
Shade angle: 20 degrees 
Material: White linen 

Figure 3.3. The type of shade that was tested and the description (round 
shape). 
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Square shape 
Manufacturer GE™ 
Style: 534GS2 
Height: 14.75 in. 
Minor diameter: 8 in. 
Major diameter: 16 in 
Shade angle: 20 degrees 
Material: White linen 

Figure 3.4. The type of shade that was tested and the description 
(square shape). 
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Polygon shape 
Manufacturer GE™ 
Style: 534GS2 
Height: 14.75 in. 
Minor diameter: 8 in. 
Major diameter: 16 in 
Shade angle: 20 degrees 
Material: White linen 

Figure 3.5. The type of shade that was tested and the description 
(polygon shape). 
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Figure 3.6. The view and condition of station 1 and station 4 (vertically 
positioned CFL or horizontally positioned CFL with a round shade). 
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Figure 3.7. The view and condition of station 2 and station 5 (vertically 
positioned CFL or horizontally positioned CFL with a square shade). 
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Figure 3.8. The view and condition of station 3 and station 6 (vertically 
positioned CFL or horizontally positioned CFL with a polygon shade). 
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three stations with lamp shade variations. The desk was placed in a windowless 

room that was illuminated by the tested table lamp and two background lights. 

All subjects were advised not to judge the content of the text and the 

appearance of the lamp fixture. Each subject was given ten minutes to complete 

the reading task and ten minutes to complete the comfort scale in the station. At 

the end of the treatment, the student was asked to complete the University 

Students' Survey in the same station. All students completed the survey in less 

than ten minutes. Fifteen students from a group were exposed to each treatment. 

Group CI was tested on Monday evening. Group C2 was tested on Tuesday 

morning and group C3 was tested on Tuesday afternoon. Group C4 was tested 

on Wednesday afternoon. Group C5 was tested on Thursday morning and group 

C6 was tested on Thursday afternoon. 

According to Flynn et al. (1979), randomizing or sequencing subjects may 

eliminate or hold constant many confounding variables. Therefore, the students 

randomly signed up to participate for each treatment, assuring that the lighting 

stimulus and the students' socio-demographic characteristics were randomized. 

University Students' Survey was administered to the students after the 

students had completed the reading task and the CS. The students were asked 

to provide socio-demographic information for the survey. Students were told that 

the responses were for statistical purposes and that the data would remain 

confidential. Task illumination was measured for each treatment with a GE™ light 

meter at the center of the test material, 41 cm (16 in.) from the light source 
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prior to each test. The readings were recorded in the IMDS. Task Illumination 

readings of each portable luminaire were compared to the subjects' CS 

responses. 

Students' visual acuity was tested outside the treatment room prior to each 

treatment. The eye test was conducted using the Snelling™ eye chart (see Figure 

3.9). The eye chart used in this study was a modified version to be administered 

from two feet. The purpose of the eye test was to assure that every participant 

had 20/20 vision or wore corrective eyewear or glasses during the test. 

Responses from students who did not comply with the criteria above were not 

included in the data analysis. 

Consistency and Factor Analysis 

Reliability of the Comfort Scale (CS) was determined by Cronbach's 

coefficient alpha. The CS contained 22 adjectives that were used in a semantic 

differential scale to measure comfort. Factor analysis was performed for the 

adjectives used in the CS. This study made use of attributes that have a factor of 

.70 or higher. 

The 14 socio-demographic questions in USS were based on Eklund et al.'s 

(1996) Office Lighting Survey (OLS). The questions were revised from literature 

review and opinions of the dissertation committee to identify the demographic 

characteristics of the students. Students' comments were compared with their 

responses to the CS. 
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Figure 3.9. The view and condition of the eye test station. 
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The Task Illuminance Data Sheet (IMDS) was developed from the literature 

review. Members of the dissertation committee reviewed the IMDS to assure the 

face validity. The IMDS was used to record the illuminance readings on the task 

for each condition. A GE™ triple range light meter was used to measure task 

illumination on the center of the reading material. 

The effects of race, age, and vision were minimized because the students 

that participated were homogeneous and had a 20/20 vision or corrected visual 

acuity. By having the students sign up for a selected time and assigning the 

students to a single test condition, the effect of learning from task was minimized. 

Assigning students to one condition also lessened the possibility of fatigue. 

Collection of Data 

Task illumination from each portable luminaire was measured using a triple 

range GE™ light meter at the center of the test material, 41 cm (16 in.) from the 

light source. Task illumination was measured prior to each treatment and after 

the lamp had operated for 4 V̂  hours. The readings from the six lighting 

conditions were recorded in the IMDS (see Appendix E). 

Data were obtained from the students' responses to the Comfort Scale for 

each treatment. Responses from the six treatments were organized in 

chronological order and were labeled as CI , C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6. Factor 

analysis was performed to determine if the CS consists of one scale or several 

subscales (see Appendix F). 
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After completing the treatment and the comfort scale, students were asked to 

complete the University Students' Survey (USS). The survey identified subjects' 

socio-demographic characteristics (see Appendix G). 

Variables for the Study 

The variables for the study were: 

1. Shade shape (a three-category independent variable; round, square, 

and polygon); 

2. Compact fluorescent burning position (a two-category independent 

variable; base-down vertical and base-down horizontal); 

3. Overall comfort (preference, comfort, brightness condition, lighting 

problems, and lighting conditions) as measured by the CS, and 

4. Socio-demographic characteristics that were defined as gender, age, 

ethnicity, eye condition, occupation, hours exposed to a table lamp, problem 

using a table lamp, lighting education, color preference, and shape preference. 

Socio-demographic characteristics were measured by the USS. 

Gender-The gender was measured by the summation of responses to 

question 1 in the USS. Frequency distribution was performed for the purpose of 

describing the students' responses on gender. 

Age~The age variable was measured by a summation of like responses to 

question 2. Analysis of the frequency distribution was performed to determine the 

age classifications. Based on an opinion of a statistician and that the age 

distribution of the students sample was unknown, the question for age was open 
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ended. Frequency distribution was performed for the purpose of describing the 

responses on age. 

Ethnicity~The ethnicity variable was measured by a summation of like 

responses to question 3. The ethnicity variable was collapsed into five segments 

consisting of (a) Caucasian (b) African American, (c) Hispanic, (d) Asian, and (e) 

other. Frequency distribution analysis was performed for the purpose of 

describing the responses on ethnicity. 

Eye condition and visual problems~The eye condition variable was measured 

by a summation of like responses to questions 4, 5, 6, 7. Factor analysis was 

performed to the four questions to determine if the questions measure only one 

variable. The eye condition variable was measured for the purpose of describing 

the students. The intent of the frequency distribution analysis was to describe the 

responses on eye conditions and visual problems. 

Occupation—The occupation variable was measured by a summation of like 

responses to questions 8. Frequency distribution analysis was performed for the 

purpose of describing the responses on occupation. 

Hours exposed to table lamp lighting~The hours exposed to table lamp 

lighting was measured by a summation of the like responses to question 9. The 

purpose of frequency distribution analysis was to quantify hours students were 

exposed to table lamp lighting. 

Problems using a table lamp-The problems using a table lamp variable was 

measured by a summation of like responses to question 10. 
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Frequency distribution analysis was performed to identify the problems using 

a table lamp. 

Lighting education-Lighting education variable was measured by a 

summation of like responses to question 11. Frequency distribution analysis was 

performed for the purpose of describing the responses on lighting education. 

Color preference-Color preference variable was measured by a summation 

of like responses to question 12. Frequency distribution of the color preference 

variable was used to describe the students' color preferences. 

Shape preference-Shape preference variable was measured by a 

summation of like responses to question 13. Frequency distribution of the shape 

preference was compared with frequency distribution of other variables. 

Statistical Analysis of the Data 

The study has a three-category independent variable (round, square, and 

polygon), a two-category independent variable (vertical and horizontal positions) 

and five dependent variables of overall comfort (preference, comfort, brightness 

condition, lighting problems and lighting conditions). The statistical analysis of the 

data was organized in the following order: 

1. Calculation of CS rating means to provide a clear 'picture' of subjective 

reactions to the different lighting conditions as recommended by Flynn et al. 

(1979). 

2. Factorial analysis was performed on the CS responses to determine if the CS 

consists of one scale or several subscales. Estimation on the number of factors 
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(subscales), presence of outliers, and factorability of correlation matrices were 

recommended by Flynn et al. (1979). 

3. Correlation was performed to ascertain the relationship between the 

subscales. Flynn et al. (1979) and Huberty and Morris (1989) stated that 

variables with high loading were tied together to arrive at a label (name) for each 

factor. 

4. Cronbach's alpha was performed to determine the reliability coefficient for 

each subscale (factor). 

5. Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was performed to the CS 

responses to test hypothesis 1. The total of all scores for subjects in condition 1, 

condition 2 and condition 3 were used in the analysis. 

HI stated that there will be a difference in overall comfort (preference, comfort, 

brightness condition, lighting problems, lighting conditions) of the university 

students due to lamp shade shape. 

H1= jiSI ^ nS2 ^ nS3 (S= shade shape) 

6. MANOVA was performed to the CS responses to test hypothesis 2. The total 

scores for subjects in condition 1 and condition 4, condition 2 and condition 5, or 

condition 3 and condition 6 were used in the analysis. 

H2 stated that there will be a difference in overall comfort (preference, comfort, 

brightness condition, lighting problems, lighting conditions) of the university 

students due to CFL burning position. 

H2= îPI ^ nP2 (P= CFL position) 
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7. MANOVA was also performed to the CS responses to test hypothesis 3. The 

total of all scores for subjects in condition 1,2,3, 4, 5, and 6 were used in the 

analysis. 

H3 stated that there will be an interaction between shade shapes and CFL 

burning positions based on the CS responses. 

H3 = The effect of shade shape on overall comfort (preference, comfort, 

brightness condition, lighting problems, lighting conditions) of the university 

students depends on the CFL burning position. 

MANOVA was used to test hypothesis 1, 2, and 3 because of the need to look at 

the interaction and main effects present between the two independent variables 

(shade shape and CFL position) and the five dependent variables (preference, 

comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting conditions). 

8. Tukey Honestly Significant Difference Test (HSD) was used to determine 

where the differences were between the treatments. The result from Tukey's 

HSD was also used to describe in detail the relationship between the IVs and the 

DVs. 

9. Descriptive analysis and means comparison were used to describe the 

relationship among the IVs and DVs and the MANOVA results. 

10. Descriptive statistics were used to evaluate the task illumination readings 

(measured on the center of the task suri'ace prior to each treatment) and the CS 

responses. The purpose of the analysis was to develop the relationship between 

task illumination readings and the CS responses from each treatment. Task 
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illumination from the six task conditions were compared to criteria identified in the 

literature reviews and lESNA illumination standards. Task illumination may be 

affected by the light source, the lamp shade and CFL position (Page et al., 1997). 

However, task illumination cannot affect the lamp shade shape and CFL burning 

positions. Task illumination was the direct outcome of the lighting conditions. 

Therefore, task illumination was not considered as a covariate. 

11. Descriptive statistics, such as frequency distributions and means were used 

in describing the students' socio-demographic characteristics. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

introduction 

For the purpose of detecting the comfort level differences for the students 

and analyzing the Task Illumination, the CS, and the USS, the scale factorial 

analysis and reliability, correlation, two-way MANOVA, Tukey's Post Hoc test and 

descriptive statistics were conducted. The results of this study are addressed in 

the following sections: (a) the CS and the responses, (b) relationship between 

CS subscales and shade shape and CFL position, (c) hypothesis tests, (d) 

hypothesis 1, (e) hypothesis 2, (f) hypothesis 3, (g) task Illumination 

measurement, (h) task illumination measurement and the CS responses, and (i) 

USS responses. 

The Comfort Scale and the Responses 

CS responses means. Table 4.1 describes the responses mean for each 

adjective. Flynn et al. (1979) suggested the calculation of rating means for 

comparison and to provide a clear 'picture' of subjective reactions to the different 

lighting conditions. Through descriptive analysis of the responses for CS 

adjectives, there were significant differences between the means. The 

comparison was also made to describe where the differences were in the 

significance tests. For a vertically positioned CFL with a round shade, students 

rated the means for all adjectives higher than the means for a vertically 
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Table 4.1 

Responses Mean for CS Adjectives (with N = 90) 

Condition: 
Adjectives 
Comfortable 
Adequate 
Easy 
Free 
Ease 
Relaxed 
Spacious 
Satisfied 
Uniform 
Focused 
No Problem 
No Glare 
Bright 
Clear 
Favor 
Like 
Acceptable 
Attractive 
Large 
Appealing 
Balanced 
Pleasant 

C1 
P1+S1 

5.40 
5.13 
4.87 
4.90 
5.27 
5.67 
5.27 
5.47 
5.20 
4.80 
5.00 
5.20 
4.40 
5.20 
5.13 
5.07 
5.60 
5.73 
3.60 
5.00 
4.47 
5.07 

C2 
P1 + S2 

4.53 
4.27 
4.80 
4.27 
4.87 
5.07 
4.20 
4.93 
4.87 
4.67 
5.20 
5.27 
2.87 
3.93 
3.87 
4.13 
4.93 
4.53 
3.20 
4.40 
4.60 
4.87 

C3 
P1 + S3 

4.47 
4.27 
4.13 
4.13 
3.80 
4.93 
4.06 
4.06 
4.33 
4.60 
5.67 
5.47 
2.93 
4.60 
3.80 
4.00 
4.40 
3.93 
3.13 
4.00 
4.20 
4.06 

C4 
P2 + S1 

6.40 
6.07 
6.00 
5.27 
5.67 
6.47 
6.00 
6.20 
5.73 
6.13 
5.73 
6.07 
4.67 
5.62 
5.67 
5.27 
5.93 
6.06 
3.67 
5.47 
4.87 
6.13 

C5 
P2 + S2 

6.00 
5.67 
5.67 
5.40 
5.60 
6.42 
5.20 
5.40 
5.00 
5.53 
5.53 
5.80 
3.93 
5.60 
4.53 
4.53 
5.20 
4.87 
3.60 
4.80 
5.00 
5.20 

C6 
P2 + S3 

5.27 
5.00 
5.47 
4.80 
5.33 
6.40 
4.80 
5.33 
4.80 
5.13 
5.26 
4.73 
3.80 
5.00 
4.73 
4.86 
5.06 
4.53 
3.33 
4.80 
4.60 
4.93 

Notes: 
CI = Condition 1 (vertical CFL position with round shade) 
C2 = Condition 2 (vertical CFL position with square shade) 
C3 = Condition 3 (vertical CFL position with polygon shade) 
C4 = Condition 4 (horizontal CFL position with round shade) 
C5 = Condition 5 (horizontal CFL position with square shade) 
C6 = Condition 6 (horizontal CFL position with polygon shade) 
SI = round shade, S2 = square shade, S3 = polygon shade 
P1 = vertically positioned CFL and P2 = horizontally positioned CFL 
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positioned CFL with a square shade except for three adjectives, nonproblematic. 

nonglare and balanced. For a vertically positioned CFL with a round shade, 

students rated means of all adjectives higher than the mean ratings for a 

vertically positioned CFL with a polygon shade except for two adjectives, 

nonproblematic and nonglare. However, the means for a vertically positioned 

CFL with a polygon shade was rated higher on the adjectives of nonproblematic, 

nonglare, bright and clear than the means for a vertically positioned CFL with a 

round or square shade. 

The means of adjectives for a horizontally positioned CFL with a circular 

shade were rated higher than the means for a horizontally positioned CFL with a 

square shade except for the adjectives of free and balanced. Students rated the 

means of all adjectives for a horizontally positioned CFL with a square shade 

higher than the means for a horizontally positioned CFL with a polygon shade 

except for the adjectives favor, like, and appealing. 

Students' ratings of the means of adjectives for a horizontally positioned CFL 

with a round shade were also greater than the means for a horizontally 

positioned CFL with a polygon shade. The means of adjectives for a 

horizontally positioned CFL with a round shade were rated higher than the 

means of a vertically positioned CFL with the same shade. Students rated 

means of all adjectives for a horizontally positioned CFL with a square shade 

higher than for a vertically positioned CFL with a similar shade shape. Students' 
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ratings of all means for a horizontally positioned CFL with a polygon shade were 

higher than the means for a vertically positioned CFL with the same shade. 

Factor analysis. According to Flynn et al. (1979), the inspection of the rating 

scale that loads highly on a factor indicates the nature and the name of the 

factors. The naming of the scales was also based on theoretical background and 

the investigator's knowledge. The CS was found to have five distinct subscales. 

The subscales were labeled as preference, comfort, brightness condition, lighting 

problem, and lighting condition. The five factors were retained because the 

grouping of the adjectives was similar to Bernecker et al. (1993) and Rea's 

(1981) studies. The adjectives were also grouped into five factors based on Flynn 

et al.'s (1979) recommendations and theoretical background. 

Principal factors' extraction with varimax rotation was performed through the 

Kaiser Normalization rotation method on 22 items from the CS for a sample of 90 

students. Principal components' extraction was used prior to principal factors' 

extraction to estimate number of factors, presence of outliers, absence of 

multicollinearity, and factorability of the correlation matrices. Five factors were 

extracted (see Table 4.2). As indicated by CS, all factors were internally 

consistent and well defined by the variables; the lowest of the CS for factors from 

variables was for the adjective large (.30) and the highest factor was appealing 

(.83). The factorial analysis generated five subscales that were labeled as 

acceptable, and balanced were labeled as preference. Comfort, ease, spacious, 
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Table 4.2 

Rotated Factor Matrix for the CS 

Preference Comfort Brightness 

Adjectives Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

L. Problem L. Condition Eigen Variance 

Factor 4 Factor 5 E. V. 

Notes: Factor 1: preference, Factor 2: comfort. Factor 3: brightness 
condition. Factor 4: lighting problem, Factor 5: lighting condition. 
E. V. = Eigen values 
% = percent of variance 

% 

Appealing 
Pleasant 
Attractive 
Like 
Favor 
Acceptable 
Balanced 
Comfort 
Ease 
Spacious 
Satisfied 
Relaxed 
Free 
Adequate 
Easy 
Bright 
Clear 
No Problem 
No Glare 
Uniform 
Focused 
Large 

.83 

.75 

.63 

.63 

.61 

.58 

.48 
.47 
.70 
.61 
.59 
.58 
.56 
.56 
.55 

.62 

.57 
.73 
.62 

.58 

.34 

.30 

9.64 
1.69 
1.39 
1.19 
1.06 
.98 
.80 
.70 
.69 
.62 
.49 
.43 
.42 
.36 
.28 
.25 
.24 
.22 
.18 
.17 
.13 
.10 

43.8 
7.7 
6.3 
5.4 
4.8 
4.4 
3.6 
3.2 
3.1 
2.8 
2.2 
1.9 
1.9 
1.6 
1.3 
1.1 
1.1 
.99 
.83 
.78 
.57 
.39 
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adjectives bright and clear were labeled as brightness condition, the adjectives 

nonproblematic and nonglare were labeled as lighting problem, and the 

adjectives uniform, focused and large were labeled as lighting condition. 

Although the CS consisted of five subscales, the adjectives were all designed to 

measure comfort, and the adjectives were found to have a high correlation with 

each other (see Table 4.3). 

Reliabilities. Reliabilities of the subscscales (Preference, Comfort, Brightness 

Condition, Lighting Problem, and Lighting Condition) of the CS were assessed by 

calculating Cronbach's alpha coefficient. As a result, alpha coefficients of .92, 

.89, .85, .78, and .74 were obtained for Preference, Comfort, Brightness 

Condition, Lighting Problem, and Lighting Condition (see Table 4.3). All 

subscales' reliabilities were above .70. 

Relationship between CS Subscales and Shade Shape 

and CFL Position. 

Table 4.4 illustrates the relationship between preference, comfort, brightness 

condition, lighting problems, and lighting conditions and shade shape and CFL 

burning positions. This analysis was conducted to cleariy describe the subscales' 

relationship with the independent variables (shade shape and CFL burning 

position). 

Preference. The preference mean for the horizontally positioned CFL with a 

round shape was more (5.60) than the preference mean for vertically positioned 
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Table 4.3 

Correlation Matrix Between CS Subscales for University Students 

Subscales 

1. Preference 

2. Comfort 

3. Brightness condition 

4. Lighting problems 

5. Lighting condition 

~ 

.79** 

.62** 

.26* 

.21* 

Students (N = 90) 

.79** 

~ 

.61** 

.24* 

.26* 

.62** 

.61** 

~ 

.21* 

.56** 

.26* 

.24* 

.21* 

~ 

.23* 

.21* 

.26* 

.56** 

.23* 

— 

Notes: 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

1 = Preference, 2 = Comfort, 3 = Brightness Condition, 4 = Lighting 
Problems, 5 = Lighting Condition and - indicates no estimation. 

Reliability Coefficients: 
Preference = .92 (number of items = 7) 
Comfort = .89 (number of items = 8) 
Brightness condition = .85 (number of items = 2) 
Lighting problems = .78 (number of items = 2) 
Lighting condition = .74 (number of items = 2) 
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Table 4.4 

Description of the Five Subscales and the Shade Shape and CFL Burning 
Position 

Subscales 
Preference 

Comfort 

Brightness 

Lighting 
Problems * 

Shape 
1 

2 

3 

Total 

1 

2 

3 

Total 

1 

2 

3 

Total 

1 

2 

3 

Position 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Mean 
5.2 
5.6 
5.4 
4.5 
5.0 
4.8 
4.1 
5.1 
4.6 
4.6 
5.3 
4.9 
5.3 
6.1 
5.6 
4.6 
5.8 
5.1 
4.2 
5.3 
4.8 
4.7 
5.7 
5.2 
4.8 
5.1 
5.0 
3.4 
4.9 
4.2 
3.8 
4.5 
4.2 
4.0 
4.9 
4.4 
5.1 
5.9 
5.5 
5.2 
5.7 
5.5 
5.6 
5.2 

Std. Deviation 
1.05 
.71 
.92 

1.30 
.96 

1.16 
1.33 
1.17 
1.34 
1.29 
.98 

1.19 
. 72 

.60 

.77 
1.09 
.66 

1.06 
. 92 

.74 

.98 
1.00 
.72 

1.00 
1.19 

.99 
1.09 
1.61 
.80 

1.47 
1.05 
1.27 
1.21 
1.41 
1.05 
1.31 
1.49 
1.20 
1.39 
1.24 

.99 
1.12 

.86 
1.54 

N 
15 
15 
30 
15 
15 
30 
15 
15 
30 
45 
45 
90 
15 
15 
30 
15 
15 
30 
15 
15 
30 
45 
45 
90 
15 
15 
30 
15 
15 
30 
15 
15 
30 
45 
45 
90 
15 
15 
30 
15 
15 
30 
15 
15 
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Table 4.4 Continued. 

Description of the Five Subscales and the Shade Shape and CFL Burning 
Position 

Subscales Shade 

Total 

Lighting 
Condition 

Total 

Position 
Total 

1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

Total 
1 
2 

1 
2 

Total 

Mean 
5.4 
5.3 
5.6 
5.4 
4.5 
6.7 
5.6 
4.9 
4.8 
4.9 
4.0 
4.5 
4.2 
4.5 
5.3 
4.9 

Std, Deviation 
1.25 
1.21 
1.27 
1.25 

.84 
6.19 
4.49 
2.31 

.69 
1.68 
1.00 

.82 

.93 
1.54 
3.68 
2.84 

N 
30 
45 
45 
do 
15 
15 
30 
15 
15 
30 
15 
15 
30 
45 
45 
90 

Notes: 
Shade 1 = round, shade 2 = square, and shade 3 = polygon 
CFL position 1 = vertical, CFL position 2 = horizontal 
* = Higher rating mean fewer problems. 
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CFL with the similar shade (5.26). The preference mean for horizontally 

positioned CFL with a square shade (5.00) was much higher than the preference 

mean for vertically positioned CFL with the similar shade (4.50). For a polygon 

shade, the preference mean was much higher (5.10) for a horizontally positioned 

CFL than the preference mean for a vertically positioned CFL (4.10). Students 

preferred a horizontally positioned CFL with a square and a polygon shade to a 

vertically positioned CFL with similar shades. 

Comfort. The comfort mean for a horizontally positioned CFL with a round 

shade was 6.10 and the comfort mean for a vertically positioned CFL with a 

round shade was 5.25. The comfort mean for a horizontally positioned CFL with 

a square shade was higher (5.80) than the comfort mean for a vertically 

positioned CFL with a similar shade (4.60). For a polygon shade, comfort mean 

of a horizontally positioned C F L is 5 .30 and the comfort mean ofa vertically positioned 

CFL was 4.23. Students rated a horizontally positioned CFL with any of the three 

shade shapes as more comfortable than a vertically positioned CFL with similar 

shades. 

Briahtness condition. The brightness condition was rated higher (5.10) for a 

horizontally positioned CFL with a round shape than for a vertically positioned 

CFL with a similar shade (4.80). Students' ratings on the brightness condition for 

a horizontally positioned CFL with a square shape was 4.93 and students' rating 

on the brightness condition for a vertically positioned CFL with a similar shade 

was 3.40. For a polygon shade, the brightness condition was rated 4.53 and for a 
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vertically positioned CFL with similar shade, the brightness condition was rated 

3.77 Students rated brightness condition for a horizontally positioned CFL with a 

round shade, a rectangular shade, or a polygon shade higher than brightness 

condition for a vertically positioned CFL with similar shades. 

Lightino problem. Lighting problem (no problem, no glare) was rated 5.90 for 

a horizontally positioned CFL with a round shape and 5.10 for a vertically 

positioned CFL with a similar shade. Lighting problems rating was also higher for 

a horizontally positioned CFL with a square shade (5.70) than a vertically 

positioned CFL with a similar shade (5.20). However, the lighting problems rating 

for a horizontally positioned CFL with a polygon shade was lower (5.17) than a 

vertically positioned CFL with a polygon shade (5.57). Lighting problem ratings 

for a horizontally positioned CFL were higher (i.e., less problematic and less 

glare) for a round shade and a square shade than for a vertically positioned CFL 

with similar shades. 

Liohtinc condition. Students rated lighting conditions for a horizontally 

positioned CFL with a round shade more (6.73) than a vertically positioned CFL 

with a similar shade (4.47). However, for a horizontally positioned CFL with a 

square shade, the rating was less (4.84) than a vertically positioned CFL with a 

square shade (4.91). Students rated lighting conditions for a horizontally 

positioned CFL with a polygon shade higher (4.47) than for a vertically positioned 

CFL with a similar shade (4.02). Lighting condition ratings for a horizontally 

positioned CFL were higher for all shades shape compared to lighting conditions 

for a vertically positioned CFL with similar shades. 
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Significance Tests 

A 3 X 2 between-subjects multivariate analysis of variance was performed on 

five dependent variables: preference, comfort, brightness condition, lighting 

problems, and lighting conditions. Independent variables were shade shape 

(round, square, and polygon) and CFL burning position (vertical and horizontal). 

SPSS 8.0 MANOVA was used for the analyses with the sequential adjustment for 

nonorthogonality. Order of entry of independent variables was shade shape, then 

CFL position. Results of evaluation of assumptions of normality, homogeneity of 

variance-covariance matrices, linearity, and multicollinearity were satisfactory. 

Hypothesis 1 

Hypothesis 1 stated that there is a difference in overall comfort (preference, 

comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting conditions) of the 

university students due to lamp shade shape. A 3 x 2 between-subjects 

multivariate analysis of variance was performed on the five dependent variables: 

preference, comfort, lighting problems, brightness condition, and lighting 

condition. Independent variables of this study were shade shape and CFL 

burning position. 

SPSS MANOVA was used for the analysis with the hierarchical (default) 

adjustment of nonorthogonality. Order of entry of IVs was shade shape, then CFL 

burning position. The results of MANOVA for hypothesis 1 are presented in 

Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. Significant main effects were observed for preference. 
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Table 4.5 

The Effect of Shade Shape on Comfort 

ShadeEffect Test Name 

Pillai's Trace 
Wilks' Lambda 
Hotelling's Trace 
Roy's Largest Root 

Note: 
* = Significance at the .05 level. 

Value 

.22 

.78 

.27 

.24 

F 

2.04 
2.09 
2.14 
3.85 

Hypothesis 
df 

10 
10 
10 
5 

Error 
df 

162 
160 
158 
81 

Sig. 
p-leyel 

.03* 

.03* 

.03* 

.00* 
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Table 4.6 

Follow-up Univariate F-test on Shade Shape Effects 

Shape Effect Dependent Variables 

Preference 

Comfort 

Brightness 

Lighting Problem 

Lighting Condition 

df 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Mean square 

5.65 

5.60 

6.54 

.14 

13.80 

F 

4.61 

8.53 

4.70 

.09 

1.78 

Sig. 

.01* 

.00* 

.01* 

.92 

.18 

Note: 
* = Significance at .05 level. 
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comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting conditions. With the 

use of Wilks' criterion, the combined DVs were significantly affected by shade 

shape, F (5, 90) = 2.09, Q_< .05. 

Follow-up Univariate F-test demonstrated a significance in preference F 

(1, 90) = 4.61, e < 0.5, significance in comfort F (1, 90) = 8.53, o < 05, 

significance in brightness condition F (1, 90) = 4.70, p < .05 , non-significance in 

lighting problems F (1, 90) = .09, Q < 0.5, and non-significance in lighting 

condition F (1, 90) = 1.78, g < .05 for lamp shade shape differences. 

Tukey's honestly significance difference test (HSD) was performed to the CS 

responses to compare individual treatments (see Table 4.7). With a = .05, the 

test showed that students' lighting preferences for round and polygon shades 

were different. Students' comfort level under test lighting for round and polygon 

shades were different and students' brightness perception under test lighting for 

round, square, and polygon shades were different. Post hoc analysis also 

showed that student's perception of lighting problems and lighting conditions 

under the test lighting were not different for the three shades tested. 

Hypothesis 2 

Hypothesis 2 stated that there is difference in overall comfort (preference, 

comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting conditions) of the 

university students due to the CFL burning position. A 3 x 2 between-subjects 

multivariate analysis of variance was performed on the five dependent variables: 
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Table 4.7 

Tukey HSD Post Hoc Comparison 

Dependent Variables 

Preference 

Comfort 

Brightness 
Condition 

Lighting 
Problems 

Lighting 
Conditions 

(1) Shape 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

(J)Shape 

2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
2 

Mean 
Difference 

.64 

.83 

.64 

.19 

.83 

.19 

.48 

.86 

.48 

.39 

.86 

.39 

.80 

.82 

.80 

.67 

.82 

.67 

.50 

.13 

.50 

.33 

.13 

.33 

.72 

.35 

.72 

.63 

.36 

.63 

Std. Error 

.28 
.28 
.28 
.28 
.28 
.28 
.21 
.21 
.21 
.21 
.21 
.21 
.31 
.31 
.31 
.31 
.31 
.31 
.32 
.32 
.32 
.32 
.32 
.32 
.72 
.72 
.72 
.72 
.72 
.72 

Sig. 

.07 
*.01 
.07 
.78 

*.01 
.78 
.07 

*.00 
.07 
.16 

*.00 
.16 

*.03 
*.02 
*.03 
.99 

*.02 
.99 
.99 
.91 
.99 
.96 
.91 
.96 
.58 
.15 
.58 
.65 
.15 
.65 

Note: 
* = The mean difference is significance at the .05 level. 
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preference, comfort, lighting problems, brightness condition, and lighting 

condition. Independent variables were shade shape and CFL burning position. 

SPSS MANOVA was used for the analysis with the hierarchical (default) 

adjustment of nonorthogonality. Order of entry of IVs was shade shape, then 

CFL burning position. The results of MANOVA for hypothesis 2 are presented in 

Table 4.8 and Table 4.9. Significant main effects were observed for preference, 

comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting conditions. With the 

use of Wilks' criterion, the combined DVs were significantly affected by CFL 

burning position, F (5, 90) = 7.92, ^ < .05. 

Follow-up Univariate F-test showed a significance in preference F (1, 90) = 

8.71, B < .05, significance in comfort F (1, 90) = 33.53, 2 < 05, significance in 

brightness condition F (1, 90) = 12.46, Q < .05, non-significance in lighting 

problems F (1, 90) = 1.12, g < .05, and non-significance for lighting condition 

F (1, 90) = 2.25, e < .05 for CFL burning position differences. 

Hypothesis 3 

Hypothesis 3 stated that there is an interaction between shade shape and 

CFL burning position based on the comfort responses. A 3 x 2 between-subjects 

multivariate analysis of variance was performed on the five dependent variables: 

preference, comfort, lighting problems, brightness condition, and lighting 

condition. Independent variables were shade shape and CFL burning position. 
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Table 4.8 

The Effect of CFL Position on Comfort 

Position Effect Test Name 

Pillai's Trace 
Wilks' Lambda 
Hotelling's Trace 
Roy's Largest 
Root 

Note: 
* = Significance at .05 level. 

Value 

.669 

.495 

.495 

F 

- - - - -

7.92 
7.92 
7.92 

Hypothesis 
Df 

5 
5 
5 
5 

Error 
df 

7g 

78 
78 
78 

Sig. 
p-level 

.00* 

.00* 

.00* 

.00* 
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Table 4.9 

Follow-up Univariate F-test on CFL Position Effects 

CFL Position 

Note: 
* = Significance at 

Dependent 

Variables 

Preference 

Comfort 

Brightness 

Lighting Problem 

Lighting Condition 

.05 level. 

df Mean square 

10.68 

22.00 

17.34 

1.74 

17.48 

F 

8.71 

33.53 

12.46 

1.12 

2.25 

Sig. 

0.00* 

0.00* 

0.00* 

0.29 

0.14 
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SPSS MANOVA was used for the analysis with the hierarchical (default) 

adjustment of non orthogonality. Order of entry of IVs was shade shape, then 

CFL burning position. The results of MANOVA for hypothesis 3 are presented in 

Table 4.10 and Table 4.11. Significant interaction effects were observed for 

preference, comfort, and brightness condition. The analysis did not show any 

significant effect for lighting problems and lighting conditions. 

With the use of Wilks' criterion, the combined DVs were significantly affected 

by the interaction of shade shape and CFL burning position, F (5, 90) = 1.95, Q_< 

.05. The results reflected a strong association between the CFL burning position 

and the DVs. 

Follow-up Univariate F-test showed a significance in preference F (1, 90) = 

4.61, e < .05, a significance in comfort F (1, 90) = 8.53, g < .05, a significance in 

brightness condition F (1, 90) = 4.70, Q < .05, a non-significance in lighting 

problems F (1, 90) = .09, g < .05, and a non-significance for lighting condition F 

(1, 90) = 1.78, e < .05 for CFL burning position differences. These findings 

support the results from the Post Hoc test. 

Task Illumination Measurement 

Task illumination for the six task conditions was measured in order to 

compare the readings with previous findings on candlepower distribution and the 

CS responses. Task illumination readings taken prior to each test are presented 

in Table 4.12. The task illumination reading for the table lamp with the vertically 

positioned CFL and round shade were higher (68 footcandle) than task 
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Table 4.10 

The Interaction Between Shade Shape and CFL Burning Position on Comfort 

Interaction Test Name 
Effect 

Pillai's Trace 
Wilks' Lambda 
Hotelling's Trace 
Roy's Largest Root 

Note: 
* = Significance at .05 level. 

Value 

'".222" 
.790 
.251 
.151 

F 

"~T797 
1.95 
1.93 
2.39 

Hypothesis 
df 

l o 
10 
10 
5 

Error 
df 

158 
156 
154 
79 

Sig. 
p-level 

.040* 

.042* 

.045* 

.045* 
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Table 4.11 

Follow-up Univariate F-test on CFL Position and Shade Shape Interaction 

Shape and Position Dependent df Mean square F Sig. 

Variables 

Preference 

Comfort 

Brightness 

Lighting Problem 

Lighting Condition 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

5.65 

5.60 

6.54 

.14 

13.80 

4.61 

8.53 

4.70 

.09 

1.78 

.01* 

.00* 

.01* 

.92 

.18 

Note: 

* = Significance at .05 level. 
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illumination reading for the table lamp with the vertically positioned CFL and 

polygon shade (60 fc). Task illumination for the vertically positioned CFL and a 

polygon shade (60 fc) was higher than the vertically positioned CFL with a 

square shade (56 fc). 

The task illumination reading for the table lamp with a horizontally positioned 

CFL and a round shape was higher (78 fc) than task illumination reading for a 

horizontally positioned CFL with a polygon shade (74 fc). The task illumination 

reading for a horizontally positioned CFL with a polygon shade shape was higher 

(74 fc) than the task illumination reading for a horizontally positioned CFL with a 

square shade (72 fc). Task illumination readings for the CFLs with a round shade 

shape were higher than task illumination readings for CFLs with a polygon shade 

and CFLs with a square shade. Readings for table lamp shades with a 

horizontally positioned CFL were higher than readings for table lamp shades with 

a vertically positioned CFL. A horizontally positioned CFL with a round shade 

shape had the highest task illumination reading compared to other CFL position 

and shade shape combinations. 

Task Illumination and the CS Responses 

The relationship between task illumination measured for each treatment and 

the CS responses is presented in Table 4.13. Task illumination for a table lamp 

with a vertically positioned CFL and a round shade was rated with a mean of 

5.15 on preference, 5.25 on comfort, 4.80 on brightness condition, 5.10 on 
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Table 4.12 

Task Illumination readings in Zone 1 (center of the task plane, 41 cm or 16 
in from the light source). 

P1+S1 P1+S2 P1+S3 P2+S1 P2+S2 P2+S3 

Readings 68 56 60 78 72 74 

(fc) 

Notes: 

P= CFL burning position where P1= Vertical and P2= Horizontal. 

S= shade shape where S1= Round shade, S2= Square shade and S3= Polygon 
shade. 

All measurements are in foot-candles (fc). 
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lighting problems, and 4.47 on lighting condition. Task illumination for a table 

lamp with a vertically positioned CFL and a square shade was rated with a mean 

of 4.48 on preference, 4.58 on comfort, 3.40 on brightness condition, 5.23 on 

lighting problems, and 4.91 on lighting condition. Task illumination for a table 

lamp with a vertically positioned CFL and a polygon shade was rated with a 

mean of 4.06 on preference, 4.23 on comfort, 3.77 on brightness condition, 5.57 

on lighting problems, and 4.02 on lighting condition. 

With a vertically positioned CFL, preference, comfort, and brightness 

conditions were rated highest for a table lamp with a round shade. Lighting 

problems (i.e., nonproblematic and nonglare) were rated highest for a table lamp 

with a vertically positioned CFL and a polygon shade. For a vertical CFL, lighting 

conditions were rated highest for a table lamp with a square shade. 

Task illumination for a table lamp with a horizontally positioned CFL and a 

round shade was rated with a mean of 5.64 on preference, 6.01 on comfort, 5.13 

on brightness, 5.90 on lighting problems (i.e., no problem and no glare), and 6.73 

on lighting condition. 

Task illumination for a table lamp with a horizontally positioned CFL and a 

square shade was rated with a mean of 5.04 on preference, 5.73 on comfort, 

4.93 on brightness, 5.67 on lighting problems, and 4.84 on lighting condition. 

Task illumination for a table lamp with a horizontally positioned CFL and a 

polygon shade was rated with a mean of 5.08 on preference, 5.30 on comfort. 
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Table 4.13 

Description on the Relationship between Task Illumination and Comfort Factors 

Task 

Illumination 

TTr6'8fc"' 

T2: 56 fc 

T3: 60 fc 

T4: 78 fc 

T5: 72 fc 

T6: 74 fc 

Mean 

SD 

Mean 

SD 

Mean 

SD 

Mean 

SD 

Mean 

SD 

Mean 

SD 

5.15 

1.05 

4.48 

1.30 

4.06 

1.33 

5.64 

.71 

5.04 

.96 

5.08 

1.17 

omfort 

5.25 

.74 

4.58 

1.09 

4.23 

.92 

6.01 

.60 

5.73 

.66 

5.30 

.74 

Brightness 

Condition 

~4^0 

1.19 

3.40 

1.61 

3.77 

1.05 

5.13 

.99 

4.93 

.80 

4.53 

1.27 

Lighting 

Problems* 

5^10 

1.49 

5.23 

1.24 

5.57 

.86 

5.90 

1.20 

5.67 

.99 

5.17 

1.54 

Lighting 

Condition 

- ' - -

.84 

4.91 

2.31 

4.02 

1.00 

6.73 

6.19 

4.84 

.69 

4.47 

.82 

Note: 

N = 15 and fc = footcandle 

= Lack of lighting problems (i.e., no problem and no glare) 
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4.53 on brightness condition, 5.17 on lighting problems, and 4.47 on lighting 

condition. 

Preference, comfort, brightness condition, lack of lighting problems, and 

lighting conditions were rated highest for task illumination of a horizontally 

positioned CFL with a round shade. Comfort, brightness condition, lighting 

problems (i.e., no problem and no glare), and lighting conditions were rated 

higher for a table lamp with a horizontally positioned CFL and a rectangular 

shade than the same table lamp with a polygon shade. However, the students 

preferred a table lamp with a horizontally positioned CFL and a polygon shade to 

the same table lamp with a square shade. 

Students rated preference, comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, 

and lighting condition highest for a horizontally positioned CFL with a round 

shade compared to a horizontally positioned CFL with a square or a polygon 

shape shade. Likewise, students rated all factors (preference, comfort, 

brightness condition, lack of lighting problems and lighting conditions) highest for 

a horizontally positioned CFL with a round shape shapes. 

University Students' Survey Responses 

One hundred and eight Texas Tech University students (45 males and 63 

females) signed-up to participate in the study. One hundred and five students 

agreed to participate and four students did not pass the eye test. Ninety 

responses were randomly selected from the remaining one hundred and one 
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responses. The ninety responses were used in the final data analysis. 

Descriptive statistics were performed for the USS to identify students' 

demographic characteristics. The results are presented in the following sections. 

There were a total of 31 male and 59 female students used in the data 

analysis. The female students constituted the majority (66%) of the sample. 

There were 14 18-year-olds, 34 19-year-olds, 12 20-year-olds, 11 21-year-olds, 

7 22-year-olds, 5 23-year-olds, 1 25-year-olds, 2 26-year-olds, and 1 29-,30-, 

33-, and 36-year-old students used for the study. There were 65 Caucasians, six 

African Americans, 17 Hispanics, one Asian, and one other ethnic students 

(American Indian) used for the study. Fifty students wore corrective eyewear or 

glasses, and 40 students had 20/ 20 vision. 

There were six students who had difficulty seeing text close, fifty-one had 

difficulty seeing text far, and two students who had problems seeing text close 

and far. Six students had astigmatism and twenty students experienced no visual 

problems. There were three students who had a combination of astigmatism, 

difficulty seeing text close and difficulty seeing text far. There were 38 students 

who had problems with their eyes but did wear corrective eyewear or glasses. 

There were 10 students who worked as student assistants, seven who 

performed clerical or secretarial work, eight who were professionals (nurse, 

teacher, manager, etc.), 14 who worked in sports, 14 who worked in the food 

service industry, seven who were involved in sales, one who was in agriculture, 

and 29 who were unemployed. 
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There were thirteen students who did not use a table lamp for study. Each 

day, eleven students used a table lamp for one hour, 20 students used a table 

lamp for two hours, 16 students used a table lamp for three hours, 13 used a 

table lamp for four hours, 10 students used a table lamp for five hours, and five 

students used a table lamp for six hours. One student used a table lamp for eight 

hours a day and one student used a table lamp for ten hours a day. A total of 

85.6% of the students who participated used a table lamp for study everyday. 

Twenty-four students stated that they had a problem using a table lamp at 

home. Sixty-six students stated that they did not have any problem using a table 

lamp at home. Glare, inadequate brightness, lack of uniformity, and lack of 

clarity were major problems identified. Eight students stated that inadequate 

lighting caused them to feel tired and fall asleep. Only one student had taken a 

lighting course. 

There were 44 students who preferred blue over any other color. This 

constituted 48.9% of the total students. Sixteen students preferred green, ten 

students preferred red, four students preferred yellow, and sixteen students 

preferred other colors (purple, pink, etc.). 

There were 69 students who preferred a polygon shape over other shapes. 

This constituted 76.7% of the total students. Fourteen students preferred a round 

shape and seven students preferred a square shade over other shade shapes. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

Task visibility and perceived visual comfort are important issues to be 

considered (Bernecker et al., 1993) for university students' working environment. 

The principal purpose of this study was to measure and determine the 

combination of shade shape and CFL burning position for task illumination that 

was most comfortable for university students. The second purpose of this study 

was to develop and evaluate a semantic differential scale used for measuring 

university students' visual comfort when reading under table lamp lighting. 

The hypotheses were: (a) there is a difference in overall comfort (preference, 

comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting conditions) of the 

university students due to lamp shade shape, (b) there is a difference in overall 

comfort (preference, comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting 

conditions) of the university students due to CFL burning position, and (c) there is 

an interaction between shade shape and CFL burning position based on the 

overall comfort (preference, comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, and 

lighting conditions) of the university students and their responses to the CS. 

The discussion for this study is addressed in the following sections: (a) the 

development and evaluation of a measure of university students' comfort, (b) 

hypothesis 1, (c) hypothesis 2, (d) hypothesis 3, (e) relationship between the 

subscales, shade shape and CFL position, (f) task illumination measurement, (g) 
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task illumination and the CS responses, (h) USS and the responses, (i) 

conclusions, (j) implications, (k) limitations of the study, (I) future considerations, 

and (m) summary of the study. 

Development and Evaluation of a Measure of 
University Students' Comfort 

CS mean ratine. Flynn et al. (1979) suggested the calculation of rating means 

to provide a clear 'picture' of subjective reactions to the different lighting 

conditions. Through descriptive analysis of the responses for CS adjectives, 

there were significant differences among the means. This study further confirmed 

previous studies such as Flynn et al. (1979) and Bernecker et al. (1993) on the 

ability of a semantic differential scale to measure subjective impressions on 

lighting. Keeves (1998) stated that the adjectives in semantic differential scales 

did not accurately measure users' comfort and that the adjectives were not 

perfectly opposite. Therefore, the CS adjectives did not have a midpoint because 

the words used for each scale did not represent perfect negatives or opposite 

endpoints. The words had their own meaning. For example, the word visual 

comfort in this study was defined as a person's comfort perception towards the 

lighting conditions. Visual comfort in this study was not defined only as being 

glare-free. This study did not use a zero interval on the CS because of the 

argument by Forthman (1973) that a zero or a midpoint implied neutrality, 

ambivalence, and irrelevance. 

Students rated all adjectives higher for a vertically positioned CFL with a 

rounder shade shape (round and polygon) except nonproblematic, nonglare, 
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and balanced. The students also rated all adjectives higher for a horizontally 

positioned CFL with a rounder shade shape except favor, like, appealing, free, 

and balanced. Lighting that was distributed by a round shade and a polygon 

shade were perceived as being more comfortable, brighter and providing better 

lighting conditions than a square shade. The lighting distributed by rounder 

shades was also much preferred and was perceived to have fewer lighting 

problems than the lighting with a square shade. 

Page et al. (1997) suggested that changing the shade geometry may improve 

the candlepower distribution of a CFL. Findings from this study suggest that a 

rounded shade shape distributes light much more comfortably, produces fewer 

lighting problems, and provides better lighting conditions and brightness. The 

students also preferred the lighting that was distributed by rounded shapes to 

that by square shades. Because the students were asked not to judge the fixture, 

there was no direct analysis on the relationship between shape shade preference 

identified in the USS and visual comfort. 

Students rated the adjectives for a horizontally positioned CFL with a round, 

a square, and a polygon shade higher than the adjectives for a vertically 

positioned CFL with similar shade shapes. The table lamps with a horizontally 

positioned CFL were perceived as being more comfortable, more bright and 

providing better lighting conditions. Table lamps with a horizontally positioned 
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CFL were also preferred and were perceived to have fewer lighting problems 

than the lighting from table lamps with a vertically positioned CFL. The findings 

support Page's (1998) study regarding candlepower distribution of a vertically 

and a horizontally positioned CFL. According to Page (1998), a horizontally 

positioned CFL distributed the majority of the flux vertically and produced fewer 

brightness problems. 

Principal factors. The CS was found to have five distinct subscales. The 

subscales were labeled as preference, comfort, brightness condition, lighting 

problem, and lighting condition. This finding agrees with Flynn et al.'s (1979) 

study that the adjectives used can be categorized into pertinent factors. The CS 

was developed to measure comfort of university students' reading under various 

table lamp lighting, and the use of the CS is suitable for this purpose only. Flynn 

et al. (1979) stated that there is no one set of scales suitable for all purposes, 

and the selection of the adjectives should represent pertinent factors 

Correlation. The CS consisted of five subscales that were found to be highly 

correlated with each other. This finding was consistent with Flynn et al.'s (1979) 

study that stated "if subjects tend to use each of the evaluative scales in a 

consistent manner, then the researcher would expect the scales to have high 

correlation (p. 101). Bernecker et al.'s (1993) study demonstrated that subjects 

were able to differentiate between uniform and non uniform lighting, and that the 

responses were highly correlated with visual comfort. 

This study also revealed that the correlation power depends on the 

nature of the factors. For example, students' preference for a certain type of 
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lighting depended more on comfort than on the lighting conditions or lighting 

problems. Brightness condition was more strongly related to lighting conditions 

than to lighting problems. 

Reliabilities. Calculation of Cronbach's alpha showed that all the subscales 

had high reliability. All the reliabilities were more than .70. Bernecker et al. (1993) 

used a reliability of greater than .70 for subscales of visual comfort. 

The Method. The investigator had access to a growing body of technical 

literature on the performance of CFL systems. Therefore, this study was able to 

utilize much relevant literature. Veitch et al. (1998) stated that poor research 

design, small sample sizes, and inappropriate use of statistical tests were factors 

that caused the poor quality and limited quantity of literature reviews on luminous 

conditions and the human needs. Therefore, previous theories, suggestions, and 

guidelines were incorporated into this study. The study was also documented 

with regard to the testing method and controlled for many confounding variables. 

This research has considered and applied the findings and theoretical 

framework from previous research. However, there were limitations that should to 

be investigated and applied in the future studies to produce a more 

comprehensive result. No literature was found that identified the composition of 

students' age, gender, race, and other demographic characteristics needed for a 

sample to represent the general population. The study used university students 

as sample. The study assumed that the students represented a population of 

table lamp users. The degree of generalization to the population of table lamp 

users needs to be determined. 
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Hypothesis 1 

Hypothesis 1 stated that there is a difference in overall comfort (preference, 

comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting conditions) of the 

university students due to lamp shade shape. Multivariate analysis showed that 

there was a significant difference in the students' comfort level based on the 

differences in shade shape. 

The study established a relationship between shade shape and overall 

comfort (preference, comfort, brightness condition, lighting problems, and lighting 

conditions). Therefore, varying shade dimensions and geometry had an effect on 

overall comfort. This study supported Page et al.'s (1997) assumption that shade 

size, thickness, material, color, and form affect overall comfort. 

The study also supported the statement made by Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory that lamp, ballast, and light fixture need to be considered as one. 

Therefore, when selecting a table lamp, users may want to consider the function 

of shade shape and the table lamp as a whole. By considering the function of 

each part and the entire luminaire, the users may eliminate many visual problems 

such as blinding glare, optical distortion, and excessive brightness associated 

with table lamp lighting. 
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The literature review suggested that there is a relationship between loss of 

light output (Page, 1998; Siminovitch et al., 1995), severe degradation of optical 

distribution (Page et al., 1997), and visual discomfort caused by glare (Serres et 

al., 1993). Thus, considering shape shade as a selection factor may minimize 

light output loss and optical distribution degradation. 

The follow-up univariate F-test on shade shape effects showed that there 

were significant differences in preference, comfort, and brightness conditions due 

to shade differences. Although the follow-up Univariate F-test did not suggest 

differences in the lack of lighting problems and lighting conditions, overall tests 

on the CS produced a difference. Analysis of the relationship between the CS f 

factors with shade shape showed that students preferred and felt most 

comfortable reading under a table lamp with round shade as compared to square 

or polygon shades. 

Preference for a rounder shade is a good indication that the consumers' will 

select the best shade shape that assures efficient light distribution. Round 

shades were much preferred and provided better comfort and better brightness 

conditions. The selection of rounder shades will also assure that the lighting will 

provide better comfort. Veitch et al. (1993) concluded that people believe that 

lighting is important to the achievement of a healthy and productive life, and that 

preference for lighting products that can benefit them will increase their belief in 

the product. Thus, more comprehensive information on how users respond to a 

shade factors and better communication of that information to the people who 

make decisions about lighting is needed. 
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Therefore, the researcher suggests seminars for building managers, 

engineers, and designers to educate them about the technologies that are 

available for retrofitting. Conway and Leslie (1992) suggested demonstration 

sites, serial publications, and testing on humans for new shades to develop a 

data base of information regarding lighting preferences. 

The follow-up univariate F-test did not show differences in lighting problems 

and lighting conditions. This may due to the number of adjectives that related to 

lighting problems and lighting conditions. More adjectives may be required to 

measure lighting problems and lighting conditions. The insignificant differences 

may due to the adjective itself The adjective pair, problem-no problem, may not 

be clear The adjectives may have been able to differentiate between the shades 

tested. 

Mean comparison showed that students perceived a table lamp with a square 

shade as least comfortable and as having more lighting problems (i.e., glare). 

The students also perceived a table lamp with a square shade to have lower 

brightness and lighting conditions (i.e., uniform, focused and large). A square 

shade is more narrow in form and therefore restricts more of the lighting 

downward. This finding agreed with the lESNA (1993) statement that deep and 

narrow shades restrict downward and upward light. 

A comparison of task illumination readings for table lamps used with round 

shades and similar table lamps used with square or polygon shades 
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demonstrated that the former were perceived to be more bright and to provide 

better lighting conditions. However, Bernecker et al. (1993) stated that subjects 

may prefer a lighting environment that is neither too bright nor too dim, and that 

more light is not necessarily better. Therefore, the selection of shade shape 

depends on the table lamp application and the task performed. By considering 

the lamp shade and the shade factors such as size, material, color, and reflective 

properties, lighting designers and lighting manufacturers may able to increase 

consumers' acceptance of CFL lighting. 

Hypothesis 2 

Hypothesis 2 stated that there is a difference in comfort due to CFL burning 

position. Multivariate analysis showed that there is a significant difference in the 

students' comfort level based on the differences in CFL position. This finding 

supported the statement made by California University of Environmental 

Research (1996), Page et al. (1997), and Siminovitch et al. (1997) that lamp 

operating position plays a significant role in determining the efficacy of a table 

lamp system. The finding also supported the statement made by Page et al. 

(1997) that changing CFL angle or position helps light to be distributed efficiently 

and evenly. 

This study added another dimension to previous findings that a table 

lamp retrofitted with a horizontally positioned CFL not only is more efficient, but 

also is much preferred, more comfortable, and brighter than a vertically 
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positioned CFL. A horizontally positioned CFL also was perceived to have fewer 

lighting problems and to produce better lighting conditions. According to Dove 

(1996) and Essig (1997), differences in light output affected users' physical and 

psychological conditions. Veitch et al. (1998) also stated that light has a strong 

influence on human comfort. 

The follow-up univariate F-test on CFL position effects showed significant 

differences in preference, comfort, and in brightness conditions based on CFL 

burning position. The follow-up Univariate F-test did not show any differences in 

lighting problems and lighting conditions. However, overall analysis of the CS 

showed that there is a significant difference in comfort level based on CFL 

burning position differences. 

Users' belief in a certain type of lighting influences their preferences and 

perceived comfort (Veitch et al., 1993). Therefore, to increase the users' belief, 

preference, and perceived comfort, the users need to be knowledgeable about 

lighting. The proactive solution to this problem is twofold: better information about 

how users respond to CFL lighting and better communication of that information 

to the people who use CFLs. 

The follow-up univariate F-test on CFL position effects did not show 

differences in lighting problems and lighting conditions. This may be due to the 

number of adjectives that related to lighting problems and lighting conditions. 

More adjectives may be required to measure lighting problems and lighting 

conditions. The insignificant differences may due to the adjective itself The 
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adjective pair problem-no problem may not be clear. The adjectives may not be 

able to differentiate between the CFL position tested. 

This study supports the findings of Dove (1996), Essig (1997), and Veitch et 

al. (1998) that differences in lighting conditions can affect the user's physical and 

psychological responses. A comparison of task illumination readings for table 

lamps used with a vertical CFL and similar table lamps used with a horizontal 

CFL demonstrated that the latter were perceived to be more bright and to provide 

better lighting conditions. Therefore, a table lamp retrofitted with a horizontal CFL 

provides lighting that is more comfortable than a table lamp retrofitted with a 

vertical CFL. A table lamp retrofitted with a horizontal CFL is preferred more and 

is perceived to have better brightness condition. This finding supported Page et 

al.'s (1998) study that a table lamp retrofitted with a horizontal CFL not only 

provides better task illumination, but also better visual comfort. 

Hypothesis 3 

Hypothesis 3 stated that there is an interaction between shade shape and 

CFL burning position on visual comfort. Studies by Bodmann and Toison (1994), 

Bodmann, Haubner, and Marsden (1979), and Toison (1997) demonstrated that 

there is a relationship between brightness and illuminance. Toison's (1997) study 

showed that brightness and illuminance from different task sources affect visual 

behavior and visual comfort. Many of the experiments involved simple tasks such 

as reading and writing on a flat surface under different lighting conditions. 
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According to Toison (1997), many studies on visual comfort have demonstrated 

that this procedure is valid for real and complex situations. Therefore, this study 

replicated many of the experiments that measured visual comfort under different 

task lighting conditions. 

Multivariate analysis indicated that there were significant differences in 

students' preference, comfort, and brightness condition due to the interaction of 

shade shape and CFL burning position. However, MANOVA did not indicate 

significant differences in students' impressions of lighting problems and lighting 

conditions. Page's (1998) study determined that a horizontally positioned CFL 

distributed light where users needed the most. This study supported Page et al.'s 

(1997) findings that not only is a horizontally positioned CFL more efficient but 

also it is perceived as more comfortable. 

The result of the multivariate test also demonstrated that shade shape 

affected the light distribution and subjects' preference, comfort, and impressions 

of the brightness conditions. This finding supported Davis and Ji's assumption in 

Page et al. (1997) that both the lamp shape and the shade are likely to affect 

light distribution and users' behavior. 

Bernecker et al. (1993) stated that visual comfort is an important factor to be 

considered in selecting task light. Aspects of visual comfort such as brightness 

condition and lighting condition were used to distinguish task lighting conditions 

(Bernecker et al., 1993). Therefore subjects' visual comfort also relates to 

brightness condition. Preference, visual comfort and brightness condition are 

important evaluating aspects to be considered when evaluating lighting 
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conditions. Preference, comfort, and brightness conditions are important 

indications of the users' acceptance of a lighting product. 

The follow-up univariate F-test on CFL position and shade shape interaction 

did not show any significant differences on lighting problems and lighting 

conditions due to shade shape and CFL position combination. This may due to 

the number of adjectives that related to lighting problems and lighting conditions. 

More adjectives may be required to measure lighting problems and lighting 

conditions. The insignificant differences may due to the adjective itself The 

adjective pair problem-no problem may not be clear. The adjectives may not be 

able to differentiate between the lighting conditions tested. According to Flynn et 

al. (1979), the adjectives may not be appropriate to measure the lighting 

conditions differences. Thus, these adjectives may not be useful in measuring 

students' overall comfort due to shade shape and CFL position lighting. 

The results from the analysis for each subscale with shade shape and CFL 

position were not as important as the main interaction between visual comfort 

and the shade shape and CFL position. This is because the subscales were 

found to be highly correlated and functioned to measure visual comfort. The 

direction of the relationship between the overall visual comfort and shade 

shape and CFL position is presented in the following section. 

A horizontally positioned CFL used with a round shape was perceived to be 

brighter than a vertically positioned CFL used with similar shade. The study also 

found that a horizontally positioned CFL used with a round, a square, and a 
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polygon shade emitted more light than a vertically positioned CFL used with 

similar shades. 

Bernecker et al. (1993) indicated that perception of visual comfort is more 

dependent on the lighted surfaces than the lighting on the task. Rea's (1981) 

study did not support Bernecker et al.'s (1993) suggestion that perception of 

visual comfort depends on the lighted surface. Rea (1981) stated that variations 

in the reflective properties on the task and the lighting geometry strongly 

influenced the perceived contrast and performance of the visual task. Lighting 

geometry is defined as the shape of lighting on the task surface (Rea, 1981). 

Because this study used the same surface areas, it was concluded that the effect 

on preference and comfort came only from the lighting projected on the task. 

Based on Rea's (1981) study and this study, it can be concluded that lighting 

geometry affected perceived contrast and that lighting geometry was determined 

by the shade shape and CFL burning position. 

Analysis of the relationship between the CS subscales and shade shape and 

CFL position showed that students preferred a horizontally positioned CFL used 

with a round, a square and a polygon shade to a vertically positioned CFL used 

with similar shades. Veitch et al. (1993) concluded that people believe that 

lighting is important to the achievement of a healthy and productive life, and in 

general they prefer the type of lighting that they believe will help them reach that 

end. Therefore, marketing the information on visual comfort for a horizontally 
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positioned CFL to be used with a round, a square, and a polygon shade may 

help increase the consumers' acceptance of CFLs. 

The study also found the students' preference and comfort was greater for a 

table lamp used with a horizontally positioned CFL regardless of the shade 

shapes. Stannard et al. (1994) stated that qualitative aspects of lighting such as 

visibility, comfort, aesthetics, and psychological effects are important to lighting 

design. The findings of this study further support conclusions made by 

Siminovitch et al. (1995 and 1997) that the qualitative aspects of lighting can 

predict the peri'ormance of an increasingly used CFL table lamp system with 

regard to user's health and physical comfort. Therefore, further study is needed 

to develop efficient methods to measure these qualitative aspects in order to 

understand the physical and psychological effects of light. 

Analysis of the relationship between the CS subscales and shade shape and 

CFL position showed that students' perceived fewer lighting problems for a 

vertically positioned CFL used with a polygon shade. However, by means' 

comparison, lighting problems were fewer for a horizontally positioned CFL when 

used with a square and a round shade as compared to lighting problems when a 

vertically positioned CFL was used with a round and a square shade. This finding 

supports the hypothesis that there is a difference in students' comfort based on 

the shade shape and CFL position interaction. 
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Analysis of the relationship between CS subscales and shade shape and 

CFL position showed that students' perceived lighting conditions for a vertically 

positioned CFL used with a polygon shade were better than the perceived 

lighting conditions for the same CFL used with a round or a square shade. 

However, lighting conditions were perceived to be better for a horizontally 

positioned CFL when used with a round or a polygon shade. The study found 

that a square shade helped a vertically positioned CFL to direct the light output to 

where the light was needed the most. Comparison of the CS responses means 

further supported hypothesis 3 that there is a difference in visual comfort due to 

the interaction between shade shape and CFL burning position. 

Relationship Between the Subscales. Shade Shape and CFL 

A comparison between the five subscales with shade shape and CFL 

position suggests that the CS was able to measure what it was supposed to 

measure. The comparison showed that students preferred a horizontally 

positioned CFL to the vertically positioned CFL. Also task illumination for 

horizontally positioned CFLs were higher than vertically positioned CFLs. 

According to Ellis et al. (1995) and lESNA (1993), a user's ability to see small 

objects, to read fine print, and to adapt decreases under low illuminance. 

Therefore, students' ability to see objects, read fine print, and to adapt will be 

better under a table lamp with a horizontally positioned CFL. 

According to Champness et al. (1995), factors associated with user 

complaints such as direct glare, inadequate lighting, and bothersome 

shadows need to be eliminated to increase user satisfaction, improve working 
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conditions, and boost productivity. This study found that students cleariy felt 

comfortable reading under a table lamp with a horizontally positioned CFL and a 

round shade. Therefore, shade variables and CFL factors, when considered, may 

eliminate other user complaints such as direct glare, inadequate lighting, and 

bothersome shadows. 

According to Ellis et al. (1995) and Sanders et al. (1993), users' satisfaction 

levels increased with increased levels of illumination and were followed by a 

decrease in satisfaction at peak level. However, Bernecker et al. (1993) 

concluded that more lighting does not mean better lighting. By mean comparison, 

this study found that the students perceived a table lamp with a horizontally 

positioned CFL as having fewer lighting problems than a vertically positioned 

CFL. 

This finding demonstrated that a horizontally positioned CFL not only 

distributed the light where it is most needed for visual tasks, but also was able to 

provide the best comfort, lighting conditions, and brightness conditions. A table 

lamp with a horizontally positioned CFL was also preferred by the students and 

perceived to have the least lighting problems. 

Task Illumination Measurement 

Task illumination readings for rounder (round and polygon) shades were 

higher than task illumination readings for a square shade used with the same 

CFL burning position. According to Sander et al., (1993) and Steffy's (1995) 
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assumptions, the task illumination requirement for each student depends on 

many variables such as the age, the task type, and the reflectance value of 

the task surrounding. This study provides another variable, shade shape, to 

consider for task illumination. 

Task illumination readings from a horizontally positioned CFL are much 

higher than task illumination readings from a vertically positioned CFL used 

with similar shades. The findings are consistent with Page's (1998) study that 

demonstrated a horizontally positioned CFL distributes light more effectively 

on task surfaces as compared to a vertically positioned CFL . 

The burning position of a CFL is an important variable to consider in task 

illumination requirement. Ji et al. (1993) concluded that base-down operation 

of a CFL reduces the light output from the rated value and alters the light 

distribution, llg (1992) and Josephson et al. (1991) stated that lighting that is 

unevenly distributed bothers many table lamp users and further reduces the 

user's vision adaptation abilities. This study found that a horizontally positioned 

CFL when used with a round shade was able to provide the best uniformity. 

Task illumination and CS Responses 

Task illumination readings that were taken for each treatment can be 

compared with the responses for each treatment. This comparison was made to 

support the findings for the hypothesis and to link the previous studies on light 

distribution and fixture efficiency with this study. 
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Task illumination readings for treatments v^th a round shade were higher 

compared to the readings for other treatments with a square and polygon shade. 

This difference is consistent with the findings of hypothesis 1 in which there was 

a significant difference in visual comfort due to shade shape. The difference in 

task illumination readings is also consistent with the univariate analysis where 

visual comfort was rated the best for CFLs used with a round shade compared to 

other types of shades. This finding supported the comment Davis and Ji made in 

Page's (1998) study that lamp shades affect light distribution and perceived 

brightness. This study found that brightness conditions for CFLs used with a 

round shade were better than brightness conditions for CFLs used with other 

shade shapes. 

Task illumination readings for treatments with a horizontally positioned CFL 

were higher compared to task illumination readings for treatments with a 

vertically positioned CFL. This difference is consistent with the findings of 

hypothesis 2 in which there was a difference in visual comfort due to CFL 

position. The differences in task illumination readings were also consistent with 

the univariate analysis where visual comfort was rated better for a table lamp 

with a horizontally positioned CFL compared to the vertically positioned CFL. 

This finding is consistent with Page's (1998) finding in which a horizontally 

positioned CFL distributed the light more evenly on the task surface compared to 

the vertically positioned CFL and therefore, increased user satisfaction. 
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students felt most comfortable reading under a table lamp with a round 

shade and a horizontally positioned CFL (condition 4) compared to other shades 

and CFL position combinations. The students rated all subscales higher for a 

horizontally positioned CFL with a round shade than other shade and CFL 

position combinations. 

The task illumination reading from condition 4 was the highest compared to 

the readings from other conditions. This difference is consistent with the finding 

in hypothesis 3 in which there was a significant difference in visual comfort due to 

shade shape and CFL position interaction. The difference in task illumination 

readings is also consistent with the univariate analysis in which visual comfort 

was rated the best for a horizontally positioned CFL with a round shade as 

compared to other types of shade and CFL position combinations. This supports 

the findings of Page et al. (1997) and Page (1998) in which a horizontally 

positioned CFL distributed light more evenly on the task surface compared to the 

vertically positioned CFL. 

USS and the CS Responses 

The study made the assumptions that the students were homogeneous and 

that the subjects' demographic characteristics would not influence the responses 

on CS. The assumptions were made because this study found no literature or 

theoretical framework that suggested subjects' demographic characteristics 

affected responses on visual comfort for table lamp lighting. The University 

Students' Survey (USS) was used in the study for identification of university 
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students' demographic characteristics and the comments were used for 

descriptive purposes. 

Individuals differ considerably in their response to task illumination (Sanders 

et al., 1993). Weston (1982) assumed that subjects' visual performance varies at 

different illumination levels. However, Sanders et al. (1993) did not cleariy 

present the relationship of demographic characteristics and responses to task 

illumination. Bernecker et al.'s (1993) study found that there were differences in 

subjects' responses towards overhead lighting due to sex and age. Males and 

older age groups tended to be less sensitive to lighting changes (Bernecker et 

al., 1993). However, this study used only 16 subjects of the age of 40 and over. 

This study did not find any differences in the overall comfort responses due to 

sex and age. 

According to de Boer and Fisher (1991), age affects visual efficiency. As the 

age of an individual increases, the relationship between task illumination and 

visual performance changes (de Boer et al., 1991). The researcher found that 

age affected responses toward task illumination only after the age of 50. This 

study used subjects between the age of 18 and 36, and de Boer et al.'s (1991) 

study did not discover any effect for the subjects below the age of 40. A study 

that examines a relationship between subjects' demographic characteristics and 

table lamp lighting is needed. 

Based on the comments written on the USS, students perceived the 

lighting conditions for the table lamp with a vertically positioned CFL and a 

round shade to be pleasant and the atmosphere to be relaxing and comfortable. 
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However, there were a few students who thought that the lighting was a little dim 

and made the text look smaller. These comments were similar to responses on 

the CS. The adjectives comfort and relaxed were higher for a vertically positioned 

with a round shade than a square or a polygon shade. The mean for the 

adjective large was low compared to other means. Therefore, the students' 

comments supported their CS responses. 

Students commented that the lighting for a table lamp with a vertically 

positioned CFL and a square shade was dim and made the text appear unclear. 

Dimness and glare were also detected in a table lamp with a vertical CFL and a 

polygon shade. The students' comments were consistent with the overall means 

for the adjectives bright and clear. This study found that a vertically positioned 

CFL used with a square shade provided task illumination that was lower than a 

round shade and a polygon shade. Findings from hypothesis 3 also suggested 

that a vertically positioned CFL used with a round and a square shade was 

perceived to have more lighting problems such as glare than a polygon shade. 

There were two students who commented on the table lamp with a 

horizontally positioned CFL and a round shade. Both comments indicated that 

the lighting condition was sufficient and good for studying. According to the 

students, this type of lighting condition helped them focus on the reading 

material. The CS responses means on most adjectives for a horizontally 

positioned CFL and a round shade were high. Therefore, the students' comments 

in the USS were consistent with their responses for the CS. The responses 

means on comfortable and relaxed were the highest. 
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Many students thought that the lighting conditions in conditions 4 (horizontal 

CFL with round shade), 5 (horizontal CFL with square shade), and 6 (horizontal 

CFL with polygon shade) were excellent. However, several students stated that 

the lighting in conditions 5 and 6 were dim. CS response means also indicated 

that a horizontally positioned CFL used with a polygon shade and a square 

shade produced lower brightness. Because only one person took a lighting 

course, the study assumed that the students were not knowledgeable about 

lighting and the responses were based mostly on their perceptions. 

Based on the USS responses, 48.9% of the students preferred blue over any 

other color. Warm lamp color temperatures may induce negative effects relative 

to comfort conditions (Anderson, 1989; Baron, Rea, & Daniels, 1992). Exposure 

to warm white lighting may cause a person to feel tired faster than when exposed 

to cool white lighting (North American Philips Lighting, 1984). However, this study 

did not find any relationship between color preference and overall comfort 

responses. 

Color temperatures of the GE™ vertical CFL (3500 °K) and the GE™ Circline 

CFL (3000 °K) may were different and may have affected the students' 

preferences and visual comfort. In the future, researchers may investigate the 

effect of different color temperatures of CFLs on preference and visual comfort. 

There were 76.7% students who preferred a polygon shape and 15.5% 

students who preferred a round shape. This study found that visual comfort of a 

CFL used with a round and a polygon shade were much better than a CFL used 

with a square shade. The students were advised not to look at the fixture and to 
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concentrate their responses based on the lighting condition on the task. 

Therefore, the investigator concluded that the preference for rounder shapes was 

a good indication that consumers will select a shade shape that will provide 

better visual comfort and efficiency for the CFL table lighting system. 

Numerous studies have demonstrated a relationship between shade shape 

and preference (Gerhardstein, 1995; Humphrey, Symons, Herbert, & Goodale, 

1996; Makioka et al., 1996). Humphrey et al. (1996) concluded that rounder 

shapes were perceived as more delightful and comfortable. However, no studies 

were found that examined a relationship between shade shape and preference. 

Future studies on shade shape and preference will help lighting manufacturers 

market a shade that is suitable for CFL table lamps and a shade that provides 

both aesthetic value and comfort. 

Conclusions 

Understanding the psychological and physical effects of CFL lighting is 

important to accelerate the implementation and acceptance of CFL lighting in 

residential and commercial settings. Researchers and manufacturers agree that 

to increase users' satisfaction and energy savings, the table lamp components 

need to be considered as one. Thus far, research has focused mainly on the 

CFLand its function. However, shade shape played a very important part in 

regulating the light output and the lighting perceptions of the users. 
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This study was conducted with careful consideration of previous findings on 

the measurement and effect of shade shape and CFL burning position on users* 

visual comfort. The study found that the CS was able to measure subjects' 

impressions or perceptions of visual comfort. Therefore, this study helps confirm 

previous studies on the ability of the semantic differential scale to measure 

subjective impressions. Factor analysis was able to categorize the adjectives into 

factors that were highly correlated. This study concluded that all factors can be 

used to measure visual comfort, but the correlation power depends on the 

meaning of the factors. This conclusion supports Flynn et al. (1979) study. 

Assumptions made by lighting researchers that shade shape may 

affect the psychological and physical comfort associated with the use of CFL 

table lamp were supported. Preference, comfort, and brightness conditions were 

affected by the differences in shade shape. Consideration of shade 

characteristics, such as shape, size, and material, may help reduce visual 

problems associated with CFL table lamps. For example, this study suggested 

that a polygon shade was able to compensate for the perceived problems of a 

vertically positioned CFL. To accelerate the acceptance of the vertically 

positioned CFL and the horizontally positioned CFL, marketers need to include 

the information about the effect of the shade shape on visual comfort and light 

distribution. This research may be the first study to assess the effects of lamp 

shade shape on visual comfort. CFL burning position was found by several 
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researchers to affect light distribution. A horizontally positioned CFL was found to 

be more efficient in distributing the light where it is needed the most for task 

performance. 

Findings from this study strongly supported the research on CFL burning 

positions. The study added another dimension to the previous findings in that a 

table lamp retrofitted with a horizontally positioned CFL not only is more efficient 

than a vertically positioned CFL, it also is much preferred and perceived as more 

comfortable and brighter. Future researchers need to assess the effect of triple 

tube lamps and helical lamps on visual comfort and responses. 

The study supported many assumptions made by previous researchers that 

changing CFL burning orientation and shade type affect the light distribution and 

users' perceptions. A horizontally positioned CFL was more effective regardless 

of shade shape. However, what can we do with the vertical CFLs that are already 

in the market? This study found that a vertically positioned CFL was perceived to 

have fewer lighting problems (i.e., glare) when used with a polygon shade. 

However, overall analysis of the visual comfort indicated that a vertically 

positioned CFL performs best with a round shade. 

By considering the findings of this study and other research findings we will 

be able to determine the optimal shade to use with the vertical CFLs that are on 

the market. It is unfortunate that the effects of shade shape were not evaluated 

before the lighting manufacturers marketed the vertical CFLs. Lighting 

manufacturers and lighting designers are concentrating on the development of 

CFL and are ignoring the effect of the whole fixture on human comfort. 
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The measurement of task illumination and the comparison of previous 

findings on candlepower distribution have helped to validate the findings of this 

study. Table lamps retrofitted with a horizontal CFL and a round shade were 

found to be most efficient and perceived to be most effective in enhancing visual 

comfort. Additionally, the horizontal CFL was perceived as having the least 

lighting problems. According to Page (1998), a horizontal CFL also distributes 

light most efficiently on the task area compare to other lamp. 

This study is merely the beginning in our understanding of the effect of CFL 

fixtures on human psychological and physiological well-being. A comprehensive 

program of testing of CFL systems on the consumers' welt-being needs to be 

established. Consumers, manufacturers, retailers, and designers need to 

collaborate to improve the functioning of the CFL fixture. The future of the CFL 

will be bright if consumers understand and have confidence in CFLs. 

Implications 

The findings from this study suggest that the procedures for rating subjective 

impressions and comfort can be applied usefully in lighting research. This work 

affirmed previous theories and findings that visual comfort and perceptions 

associated with lighting are measurable. More specifically, this study reinforces 

and articulates the need for engineers and designers to be sensitive to lighting 

performance that is broader than the fundamental task-oriented quantitative 

standards designed to support reading, writing, typing and other similar visual 

tasks. This study suggests that lighting designers and manufacturers can 
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manipulate visual comfort and work conditions. While there has been substantial 

research in this area, further study is needed to develop comprehensive data on 

the effects of light from CFLs and shades on subjective environmental quality. 

The study substantiated the importance of considering the lamp fixture 

wholistically and the effect of CFL burning orientation and shade shape on users' 

comfort. This study further increased the understanding of the advantages of 

current lighting options and may help to convince consumers and building 

owners to use CFLs for their visual comfort and operating cost benefits. 

Consumers need to be presented with information on light distribution and task 

illuminance of lamp shades in the purchase decision process. Problems such as 

low visual clarity and glare associated with residential and institutional lighting will 

be minimized if information about the effects of lamp shades and CFL position on 

visual comfort and light distribution is used in the product labeling of CFL 

products. 

Lighting researchers, lamp designers, and lighting manufacturers could 

inform consumers through other forms of media such as television, seminars, 

and lay magazines. The information may help consumers select and use the 

luminaire appropriately. To develop a better table lamp and retrofitting process, 

designers of luminaires must consider and apply research findings regarding 

candlepower distribution and task illumination of different lamp shades with 

various CFL types. 

Accelerating the penetration of CFLs into the residential and commercial 

markets will require strong industry participation that could be coordinated 
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through relevant national technical groups and design associations including the 

Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (lESNA), American Society of 

Interior Designers (ASID), Association of Energy Engineers (AEE), American 

Institute of Architects (AIA), Interior Design Educators Council (IDEC), and IIDA 

(International Interior Design Association). In addition home building 

organizations, including the manufactured home industry and the National 

Association of Home Builders, could get involved. Many of these groups have 

experience introducing technologies to the home market (Siminovitch et al., 

1995). 

The 1994 Electric Power Research Institute survey found that consumers 

have four major complaints about CFLs: they are too expensive, they do not 

work with dimmers, they are unattractive, and consumers do not know where to 

use them (Page, 1998). By, considering the shade and the CFL type, 

many of the complaints can be solved. The high initial cost of CFLs may be 

offset by the improvement of visual comfort and lighting conditions. Consumers 

need to use the appropriate CFL fixture in places where it has the most effect on 

the visual comfort and performance, such as in a study or a visual task area. 

Consumers, manufacturers, retailers, and energy providers could all 

benefit from improved information on the functioning of the fixture and the 

performance of CFL products. A comprehensive program of testing CFL 

systems in residential and commercial applications could enhance the basic 

technical understanding, while more research on CFLs and the fixture could 

improve the understanding of users' preferences, comfort, and satisfaction. 
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Better understanding of performance and consumer preferences could be used 

to develop a lighting performance labeling system. The Federal Trade 

Commission's Energy Guide labeling system or the National Fenestration Rating 

Council's model for windows may be transferable to lighting fixtures. Information 

on lighting end-use patterns, market structure, and consumer buying habits 

would help utilities to more accurately understand the contribution of lighting to 

their system loads, and to pinpoint specific market segments where the greatest 

energy savings can be achieved. 

The incremental cost of higher-performance fixtures is cleariy a hurdle 

that must be faced. Electric utilities have thus far led the nation in the use 

of financial incentives to build markets for energy-efficient technologies 

(Siminovitch et al., 1995). The most successful programs may offer significant 

financial incentives to manufacturers; buying down manufacturing costs 

translates into lower retail prices. Consumer financial incentives programs 

coordinated with demonstration programs can also help. Current rebate 

programs for screw-based technology could be balanced with progressively 

increased rebates for dedicated fixtures. 

Another strategy is to offer a national design competition for the application 

and development of high-efficiency residential and commercial fixture, separately 

targeting specific fixture types, e.g., table lamps, or specific room applications, 

e.g., home office. This activity could be coordinated with the lighting design 

community and be given high visibility via lighting and interior design magazines. 
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A third complementary approach is to marshal the buying power of large 

purchasers. Buyer groups comprised of home builders, lighting retailers, housing 

management companies, and others could collectively demand large numbers of 

very efficient products, thereby reducing the risks fixture manufacturers must 

face when considering whether to modify their product lines. 

Education is central to the goal of saving energy in residential lighting. To this 

end, efforts should be made to augment the lESNA reference, training and 

education programs and research nationally and regionally. Full-scale 

demonstrations, coordinated by manufacturers and utilities, can direct such 

efforts. Most manufacturers and utilities already have comprehensive educational 

demonstration centers and training programs that can be leveraged by a CFL 

program (Siminovitch et al., 1995). 

Unlike utilities, states, or other regional organizations, the federal government 

is well positioned to craft a national program. Such a program could foster 

cooperation among various sub-industries and non-industry parties. 

Considerable past government investment in research and development and in 

information and technology transfer can be leveraged in this process. Toward 

this end, government bodies can provide state-of-the-art information: government 

resources channeled through the national laboratory network could be used to 

develop and operate a national technical center with an information 

dissemination program for manufacturers, lighting designers, and utilities. 

The federal government could, likewise, legislate more stringent energy 

policies related to lighting. Voluntary and mandatory codes that require the use 
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of dedicated CFLs or other highly efficient sources in new construction could be 

implemented. This would greatly accelerate the adoption of CFLs in the home 

and within the construction industry. This would also create a clear market for the 

fixture and lamp manufacturers. The government could also use its purchasing 

power: e.g., the US Department of Housing and Urban Development's public 

housing program and the Department of Defense's military housing could require 

the selective use of dedicated fixtures. These programs could be coordinated 

with a national competition wherein the winners receive contracts to provide the 

fixtures. With more than one million housing units, the public housing market 

would provide a significant market, sending a clear message to lighting 

manufacturers. 

With few exceptions, current efforts to accelerate residential use of compact 

fluorescent systems have focused on rebate programs for screw-based, CFL 

retrofit systems. While such systems represent a simple approach to replacing 

incandescent lamps, they are at best a short-term solution. Several inherent 

technical, economic, and aesthetic integration problems with screw-based CFLs 

severely limit the long-term application of energy efficient lighting in the home 

(Page, 1998). 

Dedicated fixtures using pin-based compact fluorescent lamps have the 

potential to successfully overcome those barriers (Page, 1998). However, the 

pin-based CFLs cannot function effectively without the consideration of the entire 

luminaire. Therefore, by considering the lamp fixture, lamp shade, and the 
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utilization of dedicated fixtures, performance and aesthetics will be optimized. 

This also will significantly improve consumers' confidence in the new technology 

and in energy efficiency in general. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

Future research needs to test other shapes of CFLs such as diffuse types 

(bullet shape, globe shape), twin-tube, quad-tube, double-coiled tube, and triple-

coiled tube. Different shapes of CFLs will produce different results. Ji and Davis 

(1993) demonstrated that diffuse types of CFLs that were vertically oriented, 

provided much higher illuminance on the ceiling compared to incandescent 

lamps and other vertically oriented lamps. 

Siminovitch et al. (1994) concluded that fixture efficiency of CFLs used in 

recessed downlights can be increased by incorporating a thermal bridged system 

in the CFL and by tilting the lamp compartment. Therefore, future studies need to 

test the effect of different CFL positions on visual comfort and light distribution in 

other types of applications such as downlights, wall-mounted units, and 

pendants. 

According to Economopoulos and Chan (1989), fluorescent lamps flicker at 

twice the rate of the incandescent lamps, and fluorescent light sources differ in 

the amount of light produced at various wavelengths. According to Widowski, 

Keeling, and Duncan (1992), perceptual, physiological, and reproductive 

processes are sensitive to specific features of light, and therefore, it is possible 

that the different light sources may affect behavior in different ways. Findings by 
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Aspinall et al. (1988), Widowski et al. (1992) and Zimmerman (1988) supported 

the concept that different CFL light sources affect behavior differently. In the 

future, the effects of different CFLs on animal and human behavior and on visual 

comfort need to be assessed. 

Future studies need to address how materials and sizes of table lamp shades 

affect visual comfort and light distribution. According to Davis and Ji (cited in 

Page et al. 1997) perceived light from a table lamp system is as important as the 

efficiency. Both the lamp shape and the lamp shade affect light distribution and 

perceived brightness. Zonal lumens within the region of the shade are less for 

the circular CFL that the vertical CFL (Ji and Davis, 1993). Therefore, 

researchers may want to examine the effect of zonal lumens on user's visual 

comfort, brightness perception, and preference. 

This study used a 20 watt, 1200 lumen GE™ vertical CFL and a 21 watt, 

1200 lumen GE™ Circline. The results may be different for higher or lower lumen 

packages. Therefore, future studies need to test the performance of other lumen 

packages. Serres et al.'s (1993) study found that amalgam-based technology 

produced less than 5% difference between base-up and base-down lumen 

output. Unfortunately, amalgam CFLs take longer than standard CFLs to achieve 

full brightness and are less desirable in table lamp applications (Page et al., 

1997). In the future, researchers may investigate the effect of a table lamp with 

an amalgam based design on user's visual comfort and preference. 

Siminovitch et al.'s (1995) study found that internal thermal bridge system 

solved the light output inefficiency of CFL burning positions. Thermal-bridged 
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lamps were claimed to have shorter warm-up times and cost less than amalgam 

lamps (Siminovitch et al., 1995). A table lamp consists of many parts, and future 

studies need to examine how a thermal bridged CFL interacts with different 

shade shapes, sizes, and materials. 

According to Serres (1994), CFL designs are increasingly small because of 

the use of integral electronic ballasts. However, the reduction in size has 

increased thermal stress on electronic and plastic components and increased 

loading of the discharge tube (Hammer & Nerone, 1993; Serres, 1994). Future 

studies may want to look at the design of the CFL and the effect of reducing the 

size on human visual comfort. Will a smaller lamp require a different shade 

design? How will the combination of the new CFL with the new shade affect the 

visual comfort of the users? Therefore, the trend towards increasingly small CFLs 

provides a continuous challenge for the lighting designer. 

The study investigated the visual comfort of university students reading 

under different task lighting conditions. Studies that examine the effect of a 

retrofitted CFL table lamp on other tasks are encouraged. Will the visual comfort 

change when other type of tasks such as writing or typing are performed? For 

example, what is the best task lighting condition when working with a computer? 

Collins, Treado, and Ouellette (1994) and Steffy (1995) suggested that the use of 

CFLs should be based on the task performed. However, no research has shown 

a correlation between task performance and the type of CFLs to be used. 
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Research that can establish a relationship between task performance and the 

CFL type is needed. 

Future studies may want to examine consumers' acceptance of the findings 

from this study. Will the consumer be willing to trade aesthetic preferences for 

function? Studies by Biederman (1987) and Enns (1992) suggested that there is 

a strong relationship between shape and preference. The preference for a certain 

shape may influence purchase decision for a lamp shade. 

Improving fixture design, incorporating retrofit products, and introducing 

skilled retrofitters may improve retrofits and inaease consumer satisfaction 

(Page et al., 1997). Will consumers be willing to spend extra to hire a retrofitter, 

to buy additional products for retrofit or will they simply throw away their fixture? 

The cost of CFL lamps is already a factor that discourages consumers from 

retrofitting A-lamps with CFLs (Page, 1998). Therefore, studies that examine the 

marketability of retrofit accessories, retrofitters, and fixtures that support 

retrofitting are needed. This study is a first effort to examine these aspects of 

task lighting. However, much additional work is necessary. Methodology needs to 

be refined. One should study the difference in performance as a result of lighting 

changes, the effects of contrast changes and changes in color, and the effects of 

lighting conditions. The investigator hopes that the techniques will be used and 

refined. 
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Summary of the Study 

Compact fluorescent lamps have been used to replace incandescent lamps 

for energy savings. However, reports of negative user reactions to CFLs and CFL 

related products are common. In many cases the consumer are unsure of and 

dissatisfied with the performance of CFLs. Various attempts have been made to 

correct the problems and to increase the market for CFLs. Consumers will not 

replace their standard incandescent lamps just because the lighting 

manufacturers claim that CFLs are more efficient and can save money. 

There are two important factors that need to be considered when retrofitting 

CFLS. First, is the users' visual comfort and second is the performance of the 

fixture as a whole. How effective is a Circline lamp if the consumer retrofits it into 

a forty-year-old portable lamp? People spend most of their time indoors and the 

effects of artificial lighting on human psychological and physiological well-being 

are documented. This study may be one of the first that addresses the 

importance of visual comfort of CFLs and may be the first that considers the 

shade shape and CFL fixture holistically. 

The CS was developed to measure the users' comfort, and the study 

demonstrated its ability to measure what it is intended to measure. The findings 

further confirmed previous studies (e.g., Bernecker et al., 1993; Flynn et al., 

1979) and demonstrated that the scale can be used in future studies to measure 

subjects' impressions of table lamp lighting. For a scale to perform effectively, the 

adjectives have to be highly correlated and have high reliabilities. 
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Varying shade geometry has a significant effect on visual comfort and light 

distribution on the task. This study confirmed the assumption made by previous 

researchers on the effects of shade on light distribution. Lighting designers, 

lighting manufacturers, and lighting retailers need to provide information to the 

consumers regarding the shade effect and shade efficiency for CFL table lamps. 

Lighting researchers and the media also must collaborate in marketing this 

information. This information can increase consumers' support of the product and 

accelerate the penetration of CFLs in the marketplace. 

Differences in CFL burning position affects visual comfort and light 

distribution on the task. The study supported previous findings on the effect of 

CFL burning position on light distribution and provided new information that CFL 

burning position also affects users' visual comfort. Lighting researchers and 

lighting manufacturers need to further test the effects of various CFL types on 

users' visual comfort. The results of these studies may help eliminate the 

confusion and uncertainty that the CFL consumers are experiencing. Visual 

comfort and light distribution are affected by the interaction of shade shape 

differences and CFL burning position differences. This study confirmed the 

assumption made by previous researchers that CFL table lamp fixtures need to 

considered as a whole when evaluating light distribution. Lighting designers can 

select the appropriate shade for the type of CFL specified. Lighting 

manufacturers may want to market the information to consumers so that they will 

be able to appropriately choose the shade for the type of CFLs used. Future 
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researchers may want to study the effect of the shade and CFL type on other 

applications such as wall mounted units or computer terminal use. 

The information from this study can be used by lighting researchers, lighting 

designers, lighting manufacturers, and federal government agencies to increase 

the penetration of CFLs into residential and commercial markets. This study can 

be viewed as a first step in resolving perceived limitations of CFLs by consumers. 

This study emphasized that visual comfort associated with CFL table lamp 

systems is a very important issue and should not be ignored by lighting 

researchers, product designers, manufacturers, and retailers. 
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From "New research tool for energy-efficient residential fixtures." by E. 
Page, 1998, Lighting System Research. [On-line]. Available: Internet. File: 
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Sign-up Sheet 

Date: Monday March 08/1999 

Section 1 

Name 
(First, Last) 

Address Phone Time 
Slot 

Edit 
Password Note 

1 
, , 

, 

Note: Research will be conducted in Room 63 Human Science Building, 

(basement). 
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Lighting Research 
Information Sheet 

Purpose of the study: 

The purpose of the study Is to evaluate the 
effects of table (amp shade shape arKi compact 
fluorescent famp burning position on university 
student's visual comfort. 

The criteria needed to qualifyr 

The studerrt has to have a good vision and 
ih^ student does not have to know about lighting. 

What you wilt be doing? 

All participants will be go through m eye test. 
Those who qualifies will be given ten minules to 
complete a reading task and ten nilnutes to 
complete a comfort scale under a table amp lighting 
in a room. After the treatment. ̂ ^ participants will be 
asked to compfete a questionnaire on their demographic 
characteristics. The responses wftt be used for this 
study only and will be destroyed after the 
study is completed. 

Page 1 
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The Prize 

All participants svill get a chance to enroll 
for a iottery. A $40 check will be given to one participant 
who participates per night. Check will be randwnly drawn 
from the list of all students who present. The winners will 
be phoned no later than Friday, Febmary the 12**. 

Free Doughnut, Pizza and beverages will be served. 
You will abo be inf(̂ med on the result of the study. 

Where do you need to go? 

Go to the human science building by the 
memorial circle. Enter through the shorter part of the 
buikting. Take the elevator or stairs to the basement on 
^e east side of the building. Watch for an'ow and direction. 
The testing will be in room 63. 

For more questions? 
Please contact 
Researcher; Eakfi Abdullah 745-5678 
Research advisor. Dr Marie Gentry 742-3050 

Your time slot 
(write your time slot in t)elow} 

Monday {Feb, 08): 

Tuesday (Feb (^): 

Wednesday (Feb 10): 

Thursday (Feb 11): 

Page 2 
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FOCUS REPORTS 

Tetcfain^ 

/ 
Cruising the Internet Highway: V 
A Wealth of Information for Interior Design Educators 

JAN«T M. SCMMOCM. m«.D. 

• IS«UK 

A divM sity ct ijs*M «lot:if<int£ Wc* maticy.« xvaslable Io imeriqf design ediK^ators en ihe irrteTiei. 

Irwfiof dwign e îiCaTa-s t-^c practstwrnss can vsc ihR-r compuiera and wrmiriaJs to find e^i^r^ni-
cify siored mfoffratJon inai is usarul tor tecluos âsO o^s&rtatcos, c»jfsa rsadtng mawriaJs, advis
ing. r««Qarch. and travel. 

• OOAL 

•Pw Internei rnay t« used to impfova ihe etfjciency e< acquiring rJom.uion tor teactwig arid r«-
sea/ch. 

• DESCRirrtON 
Thff Incemes Is a vasi electrcnic nei\«M* pat has bow- deve:Jcp<ng for tfw ia*; 20 yesfs ar-xJ E? i* be
coming more user-friendly wiin mona daU uselul ta design and ftducation thaf> in yqar$ past. It « 
betxjmirtg a v«y valuable Intemiartion source tor ©dusaiors (Vorrf aR dwaplirws. and it is ''ee tl*ough 
frtosj school oompuiof r>ef«orks. 

a CONCLUSION 
Learning hew » use me Internet can save a ieai^wr ijme, rrwoey. and w^rgy An electfOf*c scarcft 
ihioogh the wortd's fvntsil littraries cakas ho>^% instead cf days ar<d can reveal references il^t mght 
be missod In a mani;al sevch. To find irav« inlicifma^on an «Oaca.̂ or can sit ?i »n omce Br>d search 
on-line data bases. T^^wn lis. r<o ̂ teed to vnx or drive »ine library, Tciecurrvnuiing can become a 
re^y, te t̂ving rrore iHne for inloiaciiai^ wtn studerits, 

• Tfni following Quotab'on •««$ copted from an etoctfonic file posted Juntf ^, 1993. on ttie 
tmerriel ttw wof ItTs largest carr^utar iTCtvuorK: 

Dear Friends: 

Pad o< our commibtient to change e to keep ifie V'fl«te House in ateo ^viî  ic<ifly's 
chaiT^ing rechnclogy. As we TICVS ah^ad into she twan?y-fiFsl c<sntury, wa must 
iiSvB a 99vemrT>ent t ^ l can shew the wa/ and ̂ ead by cxamf^. Today, '̂ ve are 
pleased Co announce ^̂ «J for Iha first tisno %s history, the Vtt-*^g House wifl be txm-
nected IQ you via electronic mail, Electronic mst' wll brinfj Ihe Presdency * ' d tha 
AdmJ>strat)0O closer A'ld make it fnore acccsffii&ie to Cw people' 

The •S.'viernet is ?he elecironio highway ol ?xt r.*!ure Bval gives 
cruisers (users of the network) an inflcfnvasor̂  advantag« un-
parBJJeJed anywhere else m time and t ^^e . the Internet is 
becoming easier to use *nd is constantly adding new 
sources o1 integration. Museums such as th« Srru^hsonian 
a.*^ Ihe Na?ianal Gallery cf An are coming en line vvith pic
tures, data bds$s, and articles and in',ormatio'> about :heir 
OOHecsions (Gaffin, 199< p 24). 

Mustums such as the Smithsonian 

and the Nativnal Gallery of An art 

coming on line tohb pictures, data 

bases, and articies and tnfbrmation 

about their coIUctions. 

dCopMuriu. CV^ liiieiMir I>eai4n EdurKsn Canaal, 
jMinwieftnimir Otttft 20(IV. M-*t 

36 }<AKnil of INTERHNL DtSKiN 
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FOCUS REPORTS 
'I'eachuig 

Bacl^round and Aiccessibtiity 
•Rse liMernw ttegan tMenty years a^o iss a ocjmrmtrscaiion loc* Ux the U.S. 
Tiilitay, Since then it has grcntn into an inte«Mrtn«cied aedes of nef«*orK$ 
'w* by U S Q/SM&nTTent a^ncies such as tne National Science Pflundat<xi 
a«l rwSA, institutions of higher eoucatttHi suc»» ax the i^wersltias of Cak*tor-
nia. Michigan, arid HSTHMS. and large corpcrarions such as AT&T and IBM. it 
is «cceasibte to sclenlists at large rftsearch centers, toachers « comnrjr^ty 
ooJIeges *xJ hiyh sc.*"COls. jurwor mgh student*, and anyone who ha& 3 com
puter wiih a modem or a terminal connec'ec to a computer linked to the 
Inlemat. *-1ost cf t--« intomnabon and services on the internet are f̂ ee. A few 
are fe4M>ased. it you have an accoun! en a university compute^, acoe«5 to 
the Internet is ^res. If yco do fWl. access is s:ill available, boi fees may be 
charged/* 

Most sducalOfS ano sjudenla ir BTS fiela ol s ;̂erior oesign can gain 'ree access th-fOigh lhf.Hr 
schpoTs computer ser.-<;«s. The usual proceduts «?o apply to computing services tor an ac
count on a mini or mainlrajTie computer to connec; to r e canpws netwoflt that attaches 'o Ihe 
Intefnet. To log on to L*-« aKX<x**! a user needs a compute* luminal directly connected to Itie 
Tiar^ame or nwi or a PC ©quipped with special hardware and software i?\at allows acoess. To 
access she network ;ron; homo a person jieeds a PC wit^ commpjntcatori software swch a.* 
CrosETalkor Prccor«m $ay) a moden: "Tw best way to acqu^ access «ix> oc>y.9a compuling 
services ar your sichocl and ask questions. Most ca-Tipus comauting services leat- s'on 
cotifses on various a s p ^ s of cflmputw iae. TVesie gra wor>derfe^ sojrcss ol inlormalico ana 
great p0a>is of depanure 'or learning, but somelimes they ©avc novice oanputar users v îir 
•nore questions trsan artsw«rs. The sucoessfe^ network use? is a persiKerrt learner -Hfio r^^'tm-
ues 80 ask quest̂ orta ano we*-s :n© search for koowrfertge as an acai6otn»c version o' an excit-
jj'sg measure hunt 

The successful network u\er is 

a persistent learner -who 

mttimtis to ask questims and 

vietDS the search far humledge 

as an academic version efan 

exciting treasure hunt. 

\ni^mn Ciuvtitt kilomation Client vl.1 ZS 

' rrm • m >irt3 v !̂ »«>̂ *. • M^»» *»•» »*-« 4r,4.r'^^IXMei«* -

+ 4 ' * 

iMftmfit Goptior l̂ ^el̂ mlkttoa Client 'r^.l29 

W b » : n/fwcMcDctIv — . -• -—- • • — 

WiSm Arc* ir isfnsi iM ii^M.'-. 

i'Ti-M. '•••^w Ikjfr 4n^«n «w^£^?jr-:T kirr'.irfIhirtMTy • 

4'44' 

lnla<T^t <>i;ph« ttfij«t»4ii<» Chtni v l 12S 

) Vna.'.ET AUIKI AM L 

2 EX«:-s-/kn: GDI«CI SO. ..r -•• i 1 ' N « I -

i( tAM,:. M;i>ti| rSt> . . . i - ^ K j i i K x I fr-ifroi 7 fatkt? q u vVf. u v j r ' i f > ' i * ^ f : !l<:r*c»i:r '.'.-x\'*.^ 

Wguwl 

A M f t M of typical "GO^HCir iMiiua. 

HoumahyflXIlRIOli DF.<QCS) S994 K«Aiwf2l? .V«MMiwr / 
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f e c u s R r F O R T S 

J £actun^ 

t>a^ on me *rits<->-<-' r r * eas-sst to oss i? ririphftf, \vT;••.̂ -. p-f.vifl« sn t.ntcr*:')̂ "̂  at rreous tie« 
Figc<'i3 1) ['-'^ ifVsffif nsvgs'in^ !?•<; liirsrnee ami 'iic^q inrcvnatcr ftsSifer :n*:-' the CHHS' R^C-
Qf;»!;-3 r&r«"i ana FTP ,;r;Jfi f-'ani'sr frc<'>:.r.l) ais-r.' prov^ds i«-t;&ss Io .•^ar-r'^fcrin, but Bvsy sf€ 
comnTa.-<i df^v ĵn ratn^r Jhar. rr*̂ ;̂ ;.; duvti-'-, Aga;-. r̂ ;o5t f^hcc^s prrA-icse Cesses t̂ >3; !«och 

Socn<̂  of ?h«! hifufrthiuon AvsiJ;iij'K oiii Ac latemc? 
The ^^Kv/^-j If.(3;r>sriis; lis: of cfat^ £ « « * and â??'?. Mt":" their, tnas î T. ;|,it:!nj' a^i-C'^ .;̂ o,...;,. 
w Cf resE^cr* ' r r ^ . j firse! of mtefest 

l ^ a r y Catalogs TTHS ir,<-̂ t vaiiarile reso-j.-ce-j fc-i .icade^fciaf!:^ .ira fl^e -̂ aia'-oaŝ  o'l tiiii-aries 
>v>:sjnc the vvi«4d 'r>5 Ufcrar/ of C^rwj'cte; cfHAiog 'Sava^Vj-rite'y s^B^r.hf.-^, tm Univefarv o-' 
Coiii<^! --a UDfaries and '.Il.̂ /̂if siftie _-'••versl̂ ; ofa'.pa S'jch a? thu i 'niver£.?/ o'- Miciiig/a'' ar-c 
*̂ en î &gts ^.'niv'etriity are en ipg. A (sgc/̂ f̂ f oa.n t̂ -pe n̂ ^ f<^- Kfrf' ^̂ 'C'fJs anf? .-icftu^e s^' e*!C'rv 

Ckrvefrn̂ Tjerd and C ĝanizatJa*"? Infomu-iiot"'. The f^aret>, i!d-rJrfi!i-A'S ano d&'.Cfip'-'̂ X's ci1 oro'c-i-
s^ing; of3-ar;ijatiar>5 Sisc.̂  as U^^C ano A£jD ers ;:i!.rs!l3t>?s .•>-• lf?e vtifji'v cr G f̂ng'-s-js rcf^'cty.. 
Q̂ accsss tp«n-. •r>3 Q> ?n rrs Libf.3T>' ol O.iOQffJss t-j-rur,-?^ ffe^rfnar. S^iect t*̂ c -'fir.-.; iferr ' r?-

ff-3ni<sa-':*s>'^i.* ties t^s t^aa-h ^Pf-rr, 'mienor css^gfi.' Pa CfCjC t̂o'-s W'KJ urs pOi>*j:as ec-Uvi;?-:'; c-: 
'ATW s;rnpiy wa-'H !c tHjiTyriuriscats vwtf; Jheg* f}S'.'*r'-:^em rcp^t^esifSsiVfrs. j ^uhc rm r-.;;̂ na*rs 
ano ra.>( :*i,?rifc*r:s lor rrerthers cf Crr'-grsss are lis'yrj ft^ • ' s Job -"Viif* j?.:sj";ri ;2 ava'isfc't' r 
vA-rxisu-nsfefs;f/tiustelu'i oo^dssits;tis<jlo:*tR i?^sf'jK. ifla.ny jjftiv6iE.'Ty t^'aogs 8«;o<sSf'^ 
5-nc csn gfowstfe an ad^ser »'^h irsfoimauan acoui irgri^jc: c o j f ^ s 

SpeK;i3Hi'*S2 Sssvwa. T̂ -'S <5/T5S7;C;3^« wcn DisaC<!!t!/2s ̂ V^ (ix^ip-iet?!««) ^ x i fftisied infcrmatiO!-: 
^X2 rijiS ssXi artic'es on s îch 'opiGs as t'arrwng d^sati'it^s are ?v:!5i4Gss on the Dî afê ^ "ife^ ?i£"-
!V<^, Tfe; -î '̂irfnafc-c-n c-S"̂  C15 vsi-iijaift ?a' ieaohirig 3 a«i?i?. on cesi;?'- fcr speciS! n6e<j£ "̂'.1c5f 
nTatio-r( ever: rrcfc; -5pc'r:Af; X; ;n!:,=n&f ces-ij'-:«.jvailac^e ^xm ih«j i.'rt-i>a'-5it>- of cv^^hifjan tA î'St-ge 
of A'n '̂̂ 'St'J'urt; ;V^ u^an î g*«'v-'<g AjcfnGochiSf "a ?firv«^ rts-'dicgtec to V-c .tis^e^ioatcr. o^ 
?i!£r«ecaya! jtncwiv^^siy' Afcr!;yss avaiisbie rf-Kjiwc* 

jLi_J ...• „ 
B-3^3#»3 riguwS 

lirt?n(K#.;̂ ' c-1 Mkfi-jiin. CffSSeij? r?i *r«^'a*1uf•, Ann Art>3r. Ml 

.V(.»?i^ff -• ^dgmr Pj h>94 J8 jiHjmsl of IvrnHOR IHiVJUN 
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¥OCV$ RKFOITS 

a GIF f)ie dGwmtoacfed io a PC J»fsfj prrfited on a laser pf»*ef, car»be see?̂  tf^ Figure 2. 

2The PaSadio archiv* A sarripteof Andfea Partsdios archilect^^s? prajecte. 
"Tuscan ̂ iK, (pfiSie XVii';).* Figure 3. is an «*w«S^ ttom this a?<^sve. 

3 The CAD greup's caSiectjon of compute mooe^. 

««. Cciages of kn^as' ateililieciure ijy Ted Hall. 

5 Cstmpud rmpe and •sfcre^ scsiftea ̂ ran Arn /^/bor. ^w<ichl!̂ &̂  

&. RweoCO fenages csi French architschj^i* pfOiectS 

/, Links &a oebe? gophBJs iftciutMn^ ^M Vaeican litsrary ©xnjbit. 

B?JC (EduoaJronal R«re053»ifte!S \r?io((»mm' Ceneer) is on lino. 

Worts (^ Uasra^ure. Thi& coftiptete f«3?ls of great vwsfks c« titeraSyf* and astioies o« scftoiarf/ '•-
I'jresi a»«* .3?.'i3»ĵ «§. f̂ iflcfeiig rm psffact c5ucta!b?s fw a teeiiire cr̂  color of l?»?ri cf itw? arc^vsfts-
ture ol Palladio is easy wtien ytw cart ssatcrt few tt uangi (o^ wotds lypcd into a corr©uler. 

Qovarnmatis Re39b)r<;e$. Ce îsus ^re-au *4or?aafcon apd staJiSl^s ari& ̂ asssie. ftor fesearc?' 
on ccH.«r̂ (fie?, ihRiLgfToa! ?hs »*cr!d Jhs "CIA 'iWorld Faci Book" te annailatrie cm Srie. If ytm mi *>-
fi>9 ressaroh on ?r?erisr diosfgn ma?**fs arctjna the worfd. te^ *aufee cm 9«? &esic infcm«-
lidfi i^tCHJltmc^ ccn̂ nnry. for example, ih© followwrtg data ocncem Stngsoofe: 

Nat4i'?2>. r&soiifCfis, fm . dsep vwEler &0!is Lanrjf usê : afab«e larvd 4%; pB^n\sr^^r 
crops 7%; j:seai:S£w?s and pmti^^i 0%;. ?<wesi arxJ woodfand 5%: atiief &*% . . . . 
In &i^ 1:5609. ^ « ©cofKMjTif expanded raptc!̂ /. acfifewifsg gn av^age annwai g"yf^h 
rate of S%. Per casxrta GOP's arCwsig :?f̂ e! higf^sst in A3ia. 

I? you ar« pjanrtin^ a ?̂ b&ai.eG3̂  »rt aoo(n«^ p&n of tfts vwrfd, tsvel adivi$(?ff*s Î OISR ihe US 

and s^^sertsd into a word prOcessi'̂ g program in aSOisS IS irjnutes: 

STATE DEPARtMgKT TSAVHL iHFOR*4ATlQ?4-^UniJea Kingdom 

United K^sgcdftv-ConsiJar Informsiion Sf(e»*i April 30. 1395 

Ctainfejy Descripam: The U?î 5e?j| Kirsgsdossr!;!? .a Hghijf daveioped £̂ ge«j<ssri natSofi 
viiin 3 ri>3««g!ffj ifesxinomy. foiifist faciii'ies thre^ghaisi 8ie Unfled K»ngd<3n are 
fiighly davefoced. 

ErAvf Requirefr̂ encs. A p«»ssporJ i& requifed- fourisis. are not rpejyirea to ObfS^. a 
viriŝ  isK $rays up to Ek« months. Fof fi^hiar j?<sof.«)atnjrt corteefning entfy&quife-
mertis srsve^ss* o ; ^ CdOi;^) !h© Ccr^suiar Sectsc^ ĉ  the trr4)a5sy c* the Unifed 
Kirtt̂ cnom and Mofinem IrelamJ at tS Obs-^'vaierv Circle, sn WaahKog^on. D C 
20008. leJ: 2Q2-96&-Ce06 Of ?f'î  i'm?'^ ^snauiaie Irs L©s l^g^es, San Frfirvs^oc/, 
Atsa«ig[, Cnie^!5^, Si^fon, New Vexk. Cleveland dr Dallas^ 

IJ.S fyTife îsay and Cons ĵlate Lcealiors: U S> Ei?*>»s*y. l-cojsc?!- 2*,^i Grosvenor 
Square. Jsl. (44- Tt] 4.99'9OC0. 

US. Cong!,jl?iie. f ^f>l»u«3li. ScolJiand: 3 Regent Terrace, lef {*^ 31) 596-83 lb. 

US: Ceft$ul8te. 8ie';ias5, Nisr̂ hern sreland Queen's Hdus^ t4 Oueen 3Jfe«. te?. 

U.S. CcfSgî 'af.e Wamiten. ?sg»nrsijCS3: CVc*n HS, 16 N^Jte Road. Oevonshire, sese-

tofoftaaiicn about Other Bectronic Foturt«, A Jtstinft <f> go^-eiriment computef bi^**r^ bOJ3r<J8 ss 
posiet^ or* variCKS se#\NSsrs on i ) ^ trfiefnet, fJkseA d the iisS^ feii^Se^i '00sS?d* ?u« Jfes sfid c«s be 
accessed over fSB^tone w>!©8 »js?!?gi a PC. ©cjwjfmjnicstion ssltwsre, and a modem The loi' 
kmrt^ r̂uiy' ixf ot interest ^ interior designi educators: 

jj-jiaj. •c-fnaf-s^Hirf'Ssf^-r 

.louradt of tvi«»K>« DRSrCN 3̂ 9 J95M S'cifeK*' .?<? Mwwfeer f 
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FOCUS B E P O I T S 

TaeMng 

OC Oet?ioigdijc«t50fiOER^ 

TOPICS; Oeot. or Ed prds^arra. sdtwwe 

M& MQ^ ;̂3lî iî 9«iDnCeir«er 
Oept.aitOefef^e 
TOPICS: Into an ADA p^vjgrefnnisjg 
VcxDB lif»6 tof mof$ imof 703-̂ 685''?477 

^ID Census Sureau 

DATA t.»«- 301 - 4 ^ :see6 
?D3-614-02 IS 

DATA UNE; 30T-?63- tSift 

Lisifrigs ̂  e'*«8ii *aoiros«e« are avai!atii»on !*«« irtduciing aU<«ree« Uy xf^ prcsideni ana 

FVesiden; CiiniDn: P»ES^&^IT4iy^HniH0uS£.Q0V 

Vf««.Pr€!g)<Sdf>« Gord' VICE PRESIDENTSWHITEflOIJSEGav^ 

MlsceHaneoiis Rer6<«flce^ Webster's cfctionary and sc^dnyrrxs; dicticr?anr «tf« (^ itf'C ar^d ar^ 
useful rofer^oss fcr a i ^ rfieesrcner or teacrie?. For er^gaurmartl, recipes and nutriiisf^ infiof-
rmsiion @ne 4ivat!.i£)ie. itf^i^rriaiion csn ^piacific daks? in nisKiry coi,^ ̂ d irt!«r«s&ng iiaeis fa> de
sign i^lory iectires and fnaterials,. lor example; 

1776 Getirge V/a^hingfipn reftjses a letiBr frossx Gen. HOIWB addressed to 
de^g^ w«sriiftaK« Ks^, rates' i^an 04^^^ w^wngiori 

1789 Tiw 8as4i(te JS stor itsad in f̂ ar te, tt& Frencn rev^ifelicn aegins 

15S0 1st pw»lte Gfefnonstfsiion ĉ  ice made by tefngetB^ax 

t S ^ she istsscentofthef/t^te^^sm 

Bam 1S99 Jenvas C a ^ ^ , inavie sstor asid ncKonĉ i'S screen gajsgsler: 1912 
Wc50<tee Oiuewie, folfe s^sger; ̂ 913 Gi&t^<i R R»d. 38lh Pr^sktem (1974-1976); 
'^d't8 Jay Farre5tef, lrf»'er̂ o? of core memory, wrio laie? irodeJed tne vw*?^ 

iftfcfnot @<i|ih«r Wom^tit>» CS'vtm ^'^,^79 

? «S(v<jMJUK^dO'Vgk>^j£HtCxMiBrv 

i fJUaa. iTeifSit.nf-

i ('jitibirtia <ii!i|»«*i4! 

isttttx Cif hijv 
* Cinlii&iljfnwyC^tav' 

''} EuM^Litnef<^>]MiSRr 

11. (ismiii isapUr %tii4iu 

1 i« l'i)«Mt' r«i|i*/»Jv lisKsa (JTRM^H IFAO *> *»w; iJiJK-ieii.S 
^ I ' li«tru<»nai<Ar5an»uc<Avkt^«/ 
> IJ VMiiSSit t>tM»0' Ctip»s»' 

< >! VkAOc fLsf iimiii^ 

f ;-ji >)t»li£ UatXTf (itfh^ 

;ii '.rvrroiiiiif e«9eJ iy/stMiicu 
<4i. \WAl!( HMIV) trfi>r0^h:f>-

Potv'-'tif Until, n W ' . ^ , ' ! to p* 5ip-» t̂vrw ilpl.iVT 

Itpirea 
A iixt at oMagarkMi ol '̂ SOPHER" 

lll4sarMra«M. 
MNVenk. S*l*«tioi> df «»n«nb«<r 6, Celitanite GqpiMPS,. 

MKuriwr i Hi»toiw 20 ff9i m JffiinuJ nf INTEMQK DK$i^< 
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FOCUS REPORTS 

Summaxy 

iRfersOf dfttogners wiiHn tfis univefSliy tt>fn«:ynily need to 'Ifjeep In **iep «f^t> todays change^g 
ischncsogy as we rngwe aN»<;J info tĴ e iwenty-fwsj century, '̂ * f M Internet« OTIB s^ ĵa tf iecfy»l-
ogy î ,?«; f io* Ihe potential io improve {f-is job cn-««5nrr>e« anc pertornsfice ol ail edsJCsSofs E-
n-as R9«esag©s s r d lexs liles can 66 ssft? to researcn coifeaaues and Inends ^ <^^ pans o? 
• M UniliMil SSsf^s and in wher countries >A<i«h -̂tO cost snc very lta)e t«K? ((rofa^ief- instead cf 
diays). In th/ee ;o live minutes u lisiing c^ sct^edutad an exWijils ot a museum can be dCwiv 
loaded and run olf fof ?4udent3. £sectr«t£c picti^^s Cism ae obtained fof n^ipsersaa pfessrsja-
tj^ns v/i^sfj 30 minutgs.=^ In the iiSfi^^ ov^a ifisier ways to gaVtm !!^flOffr*»iion trom the tnieff'tt: 
•AsS be pnsv'jded. 

There is a down $iO* to ys'ng tiw t«ternet Often «rwwiir*i!5y syssenss tjecaTie so c l o s e d * i t n 
ustjrs tfii^fl »gging en to essptore ;3 irsfS&i^itjle. Cccasion^^y rerwjie sys»ft!«ft "hang* (sjoo vt(<xK-
ing} aPd an expft^er Jvas»»resfifMt a searc?. The learnino ijyrve is Keep, espeoalh/^ lor p>ecp>e 
wt?o»?i3v^ litJie esqoe?s«nce w^n cor^puters. ii is &% uf«iefatsieir«ni to s w that 'he system is not 
;̂ iK 'aaer ;rienis;i»-. Irv addiiien titm^s. are 90 mar/y served c<? line thai it is sorreiirres cHS^ulc K» 
i^ftd i:h» ono w ih neecad infcnnsifon. Figure 4, tigts a ffie?y-' of server Sdcs îdns Selecting mm-
ftef fi. 'Caitfornia GcpNsss.' r c v ^ * i ^ 1 u server sttes. Tfws div€*'Sity. ?w*e>«f is sfeo an »*df 
caiof of t ^ vi^iXf nf r̂ -̂is f«!ernet. Tise enormctjs t ^ y cf Sntorraatbr> already <*vail»Dte ^nalces 
i^.iirnirig to SDC«SS fi^e imefr^iSi a vifSry v.^!vat>l5' focf fcr *<nc'AF^̂ dpe gtxjwsdion. 

References 
Ga.<1Jn, A. (ISQ't Is^^-CfJ-April) y«fir>g mti»c?j-'r« d-T tf>S ̂ ineTjSO, iWfflf/u* l,i!tef.a#, 5{21, 24-29 
KWl. E. (1B92). n?e <*«<>* *ii?,fnpfassfVf3a«!l*a'i4:fe:ar*fcS' i^sesicfsw; CA: Cyfffelly 4 ^*SCCi9ie? 
Kei»de. a. p. ( t^4} .̂ ^̂ n a««? fft» «/? tff If^ f}\is<mt' A i^gf^'^r'-'i gutaa iO inn imeft^t |3rd einnxnni 

Fvitrtb^r Reading 
Documents avaikbk on line: 
Kfol, i . , •&: fSalftifian. e> C19S3} V i ^ t *s ^ ic msifrttll 
i.aOuey, T.,v«rtih J . C. Ryer. nS9?J, rhe^eitefret c*̂ n»par̂ !6?i 

user'qaest'Cf'ss. 

Books! 

Freif, D„ A M&mn, ft. (1^5} . A cHratitny'iieis&fmiQ flJ»" ^s»fls.f.«srantyn(»ri«i-'i>:fi i2f^ ^afiir/Ti. 
S^!«stcpof> CA 0'fie«tiy & A*iax:*a!ef&-

^noe. R ?*, (590;̂ ) .?«•! ,3!5cr /te *rr e/i*^? <r;ffc-<?e.' 4 o«gwper:s xRiŵ e (a»3 cij'*cr<i cftgler^ocfl OJSS NJ; 
Prflr̂ ss5e-H?ill 

iaOwy,T.'««<% %«», J. a0993ii. ??»•Vî A'Tî fccffViar,«r<; AtfegirxMv's gui^ K-QVoafn$rM}^-'.g^ Poau 
!r»3.i MA: ^rid»so?5-tf^atey. 

Etidnoccs 
' UJOK li&f- sSvs Presldasw es^i v«ce flr«sKt«-(i n rirtjTtwfsceiif̂ ffi o) vfl^ile Hoi*» irnsciKSt̂ t î iat aotess, ,A*'>«̂  

' Sj<«ie;i£ uiS6< leea rsrise trom $ 10 to 530 per n-o'tir, wnii uniiirrwd c<>-sw!s:j i n» . 
' Fk-ajra r<<es- ere larijer ar<s ca*? r^^re tr«ti to dawflk:^ 
* Hjenef lr«>?o the p re^sr t 9̂ 13 v̂ cio »rfisK:«ni ir« ajinixj!'c»Ten« d wwe Ho«isw steoraic- i ^ t soiess. Jijrc. 
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APPENDIX E 

ILLUMINATION MEASUREMENT DATA SHEET 

(IMDS) 
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Illuminance Measurement 

Data Sheet 

Task illuminance will be recorded in the six treatments at the center of each task 

(41 cm or 16 in from the light source). 

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 

T1 

T2 

T3 

T4 

T5 

T6 

Note; T1 = Treatment 1 (Vertical positioned CFL with a round shade) 

T2 = Treatment 2 (Vertical positioned CFL with a square shade) 

T3 = Treatment 3 (Vertical positioned CFL with a polygon shade) 

T4 = Treatment 4 (Horizontal positioned CFL with a round shade) 

T5 = Treatment 5 (Horizontal positioned CFL with a square shade) 

T6 = Treatment 6 (Horizontal positioned CFL with a polygon shade) 

All measurements are in footcandle (fc). 
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APPENDIX F 

COMFORT SCALE 

(TO MEASURE USERS' COMFORT) 
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Comfort Scale 

(Note: Will not have a title when given to subjects) 

Use this set of adjective pairs to record your overall impressions of the lighting 

on the task. Do not evaluate based on the appearance of the lamp fixture; 

instead, evaluate your impressions of the lighting on the task. Avoid looking 

directly at the fixture. Please rate the condition of lighting available to you on 

this work surface when reading by circling a number for each adjective. 

Comfortable 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Uncomfortable 

Not adequate 1 2 

Easy 7 6 

Free 7 6 

Ease 7 6 

Relaxed 7 6 

Spacious 7 6 

Satisfied 7 6 

Uniform 

Focused 

Problematic 

Glare 

Bnght 

Hazy 

7 

7 6 

5 6 

Not favorable 1 

1 Adequate 

1 Difficult 

1 Closed 

1 Unease 

1 Tense 

1 Confined 

1 Dissatisfied 

1 Nonuniform 

1 Blurred 

7 Nonproblematic 

7 Nonglare 

1 Dim 

7 Clear 

7 Favorable 
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Dislike 

Acceptable 

Attractive 

Small 

Appealing 

Balanced 

Pleasant 7 6 4 3 

Like 

1 Unacceptable 

1 Unattractive 

7 Large 

1 Unappealing 

1 Not balanced 

1 Unpleasant 
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APPENDIX G 

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS' SURVEY 
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University Students' Survey 

The following information is needed for statistical purposes only. Circle 

one: 

1. Are you a) Male b) Female 

2. What is your age? 

3. Of what ethnic descent are you? 

a) Caucasian b) African American c) Hispanic 

d) Asian e) Other 

4. Do you wear glasses or contact lenses? a) Yes b) No 

5. If yes, please describe why 

a) Difficult seeing objects close up (like reading). 

b) Difficult seeing things far away (like a road sign). 

c) Both a and b 

d) astigmatism 

e) Other (please specify) 

6. Do you have a history of difficulty distinguishing colors? a) Yes 

b)No 

7. Do you have a history of problem with your eyes (e.g., cataract, 

glaucoma, injury, etc.)? 

a) Yes (please describe) b) No 

8. Aside from being a student, please state your other current 
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occupation? 

List all: 

9. How many hours a day do you use a table lamp for work or study? 

10. Do you have any problem when using a table lamp at home? 

If yes, please explain. 

11. Have you ever taken a lighting course? a) Yes b) No 

12. What color you like the most? 

13. Which of the shapes below do you like the best? Circle One. 

14. If you have any other opinions or comments about the lighting in this 

study please free to write in the space below. 

Your comments will be kept confidential and will be destroyed after the 

study. I thank you for your participation in the study and filling out this 
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survey. Any questions or additional comments regarding this research 

please feel free to contact: 

Zaidi Shahibullah Abdullah 

Department of Merchandising, Environmental Design, 

and Consumer Economics 

College of Human Sciences, Texas Tech University 

Lubbock, TX 79409 

Tel. and Fax: (806) 742 3050 
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